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Foreword

September 21, 2015
Foreword
While the work of my office is often grounded in numbers, it would be tragic to miss the human impact
represented by the number of untested sexual assault kits in our country and Commonwealth.
Nationally, there could be as many as 400,000 untested kits. As a result of our investigation, we now
know that Kentucky’s share is 3,090.
Each kit represents the fragility of a human life. When every instinct of self-preservation surely dictates
a retreat to safety and security, volunteering for the examination that populates the kit is a commitment
to something more: the pursuit of justice.
The victim’s body literally becomes a crime scene, requiring an excruciating and re-traumatizing
examination that takes two to six hours. When the kit is processed, the DNA collected is reported to a
federal criminal database, matching perpetrators to their crimes. This is significant in a nation where 60
to 90 percent of rapists are serial rapists.
Our effort in the Auditor’s Office has been two-fold and focused on finding a Kentucky solution to a
national problem.
First, we worked to ascertain a more precise number of the untested kits in order to leverage national
non-profit and federal dollars to eliminate the existing backlog. This effort has already borne fruit as the
Kentucky State Police, much to its credit, has been awarded a grant to do precisely this from the
Manhattan District Attorney’s Office in New York City. The net effect is that there are a number of
perpetrators who will be brought to justice as a result of these efforts.
Second, and more ambitiously, we have sought to understand the systemic failures that created the
backlog in the first place. This undertaking took my office thousands of miles to every corner of the
Commonwealth for many hours of conversations with stakeholders. The result of harvesting that
collective wisdom and experience can be found in the observations and recommendations of this report.
From a lack of precision and clarity in policy and communication to a dearth of nurses specially trained
in this critical effort to a state crime laboratory that is insufficiently resourced and staffed, the
contributors to our current state are numerous and evident. The explosion in the demand for forensic
evidence, known as the “CSI Effect,” at precisely the same time appropriators struggled with the impact
of the Great Recession, is a significant contributor to our present woes.
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But let me be clear, the challenges are dwarfed by the commitment to justice from victims and their
advocates, and from law enforcement and prosecutors. All clearly deserve a system that makes it easier
to bring peace to victims and justice to perpetrators. There is much to build upon. The tiny Wilmore
Police Department has a model set of policies and procedures for handling sexual assault kits. The
Lexington Police Department has an on-staff sexual assault nurse examiner, a vigilant special victims
unit and a model evidence logging, tracking and storing process. The commitment of advocates, cops
and prosecutors in coordinating efforts, as the voluntary Hardin County Sexual Assault Response Team
has done, is as strong of an example of good government as I have ever seen. While frustrations with the
speed of analysis by the KSP Crime Lab are regular, the praise for its professionalism and commitment
are uniform.
Ohio has undergone an extensive reform effort resulting in a crime lab with a 20-day maximum
turnaround time for processing forensic evidence. Louisiana conducted a landmark efficiency review of
their system and eliminated wasteful steps in the process, reducing the turnaround time from as high as
400 days to 60 days. Kentucky can learn from these best practices and do the same. Reform is a
precondition for building a system that truly works better for victims and those pursuing justice on their
behalf.
Investment also is a precondition for improving the system. There are too few lab analysts and the
salaries for them are staggeringly uncompetitive. Given the foundational nature of public safety to the
notion of good government, we cannot continue to expect law enforcement to meet the demands upon
them with too scarce resources.
In the digital age, no elected official can claim the mantle of “tough on crime” without adequately
funding the state crime lab.
The public outrage from thousands of unprocessed rape kits knows no demographic, no region and no
political party. The commitment to reforming and rebuilding this system, for demonstrating that victims
matter, should be just as consistent.
We are equal to the task.

Sincerely,

Adam H. Edelen
Auditor of Public Accounts

“Justice will not be served until those who are unaffected are as outraged as those who are.”
- Benjamin Franklin

Background
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Background
Sexual assault is a serious crime that is committed at an alarming rate in Kentucky and across the nation,
with forcible sex offenses occurring nearly every two hours in Kentucky in 2013. Yet, the majority of
sexual assaults are not reported to law enforcement. When they are reported, it is unlikely to lead to an
arrest and prosecution. Roughly 98 percent of rapists will never serve a day in prison. Victims may
choose not to report an assault because of the societal stigma that continues to surround sexually-based
offenses, which causes victims to doubt whether they will be believed. Victims may also make rational
choices about the risk of retaliation and safety in light of the slim chance of the rapist being sanctioned
by the criminal justice system. Often victims are not believed by society and law enforcement, despite
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) estimates that between 92 percent and 98 percent of reports of
rape are true. Sexual assault may also be difficult crimes to prosecute because approximately 80 percent
of rapes are committed by someone known to the victim. Many jurisdictions across the country and the
federal government have begun initiatives to increase reporting of sexual assault and improved
investigations and prosecutions of rape.
Background

Yet, in spite of the low rate of arrest and prosecution, law enforcement may not be fully utilizing all
available tools to solve these crimes. A 2009 National Institute of Justice (NIJ) funded study surveyed
2,250 law enforcement agencies across the country and estimated that 18 percent of all unsolved rape
cases since 2003 contained un-submitted forensic evidence. This evidence, which may be part of a
sexual assault kit, may contain Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) that can be vital in identifying unknown
suspects, identifying serial offenders and boosting prosecutors’ cases against known suspects. Police
often doubt the evidentiary value of the kit or that the crime occurred, and may not fully understand the
broad crime-solving potential of the national DNA database. Studies in other states have generally found
a lack of policies and training to guide the submission of sexual assault kits and the investigation of
sexual assaults in general. This is true in Kentucky, as well.
In addition, Kentucky and other states have a backlog of untested kits awaiting analysis at laboratories.
These backlogs are largely due to a lack of resources, an increase in the amount of evidence to analyze
and the failure by policy makers to make DNA testing a priority. This allows criminals to continue
walking the streets, hinders the efficiency of the criminal justice system and delays justice for victims.
Sexual Assault: By the Numbers





Nationally, an average of 293,066 victims age 12 or older are sexually assaulted each year.
Twenty percent of Kentucky women have been raped and 48 percent have experienced
sexual violence, according to the Center for Disease Control.
Nationally, 68 percent of sexual assaults in the last five years were not reported.
Survivors of sexual assault are:
o
o
o
o
o




Three times more likely to suffer from depression.
Four times more likely to contemplate suicide.
Six times more likely to suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder.
Thirteen times more likely to abuse alcohol.
Twenty-six times more likely to abuse drugs.

Up to 50 percent of sexual violence victims have to quit or are forced to leave their jobs in
the year following their sexual assault.
Every rape costs society roughly $151,423, and, at $127 billion, rape costs the United
States more than any other crime annually.
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Background
Under Kentucky Revised Statute (KRS) 216B.400, healthcare facilities that offer emergency services in
Kentucky are required to provide medical care and forensic medical exams at the request of patients who
present with a complaint of rape or sexual assault. As part of this process, victims may have forensic
evidence collected in what is referred to as a sexual assault evidence collection kit, sexual assault
forensic examination (SAFE) kit, sexual assault kit (SAK) or rape kit. The process includes plucking
head and pubic hairs; swabbing the vagina or penis, anus, and, mouth to collect body fluids and/or
blood; and obtaining fingernail scrapings. This evidence can be tested for DNA, which may help
identify or confirm the attacker’s identity and link the attacker to previous crimes. See Appendix I for
the sexual assault evidence collection kit instructions.
Sexual Assault Evidence Kit Chain of Custody

•Victim presents at hospital, may
undergo forensic exam
•Hospital holds kit for 90 days if
victim doesn't consent to
reporting to law enforcement
•Law Enforcement retrieves kit if
victim consents to report

Victim

Law
Enforcement
•Logs kit into evidence room
•May submit kit to KSP
central or regional labs

•Kit screened for bodily fluids
•If positive, DNA test
performed
•DNA entered into CODIS
•DNA may get a CODIS "hit"
•Hits to an offender
•Hits to other evidence

KSP

Under the Violence Against Women Act, victims of rape can have this exam performed at no cost
whether or not they choose to report to law enforcement. After the exam, if a victim chooses to report
the crime to a law enforcement agency, the healthcare facility turns the kit over to law enforcement. The
kits are usually logged into law enforcement’s property evidence room and then may be sent to the
Kentucky State Police Forensic Laboratory (forensic laboratory) for testing. There are no statutes or
regulations requiring agencies to submit sexual assault kits for analysis. While some law enforcement
agencies have policies requiring them to submit all kits, most do not, and practices vary widely across
the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
The forensic laboratory tests kits are submitted by law enforcement agencies at no cost to the submitting
agency. Law enforcement may submit kits to private labs for analysis, but this is cost-prohibitive and
therefore most do not. Law enforcement agencies may submit kits to one of the Kentucky State Police’s
(KSP) four regional labs or the central laboratory in Frankfort, where the kits are first screened for the
presence of bodily fluids, a process known as serology. Those that test positive for serology may then be
tested for DNA.
The Combined DNA Index System, or CODIS (see Appendix II for CODIS information), is the FBI’s
criminal forensic database. Launched in 1998, it has two indexing systems: the offender index,
containing the DNA profiles of convicted offenders and, in some states, arrestees, and the forensic index
system, containing DNA profiles collected from crime scenes.
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Background
Analysts use CODIS to try to match DNA profiles from crime scene evidence, such as the evidence
contained in sexual assault kits, to DNA profiles from other crime scene evidence, and from convicted
offenders and arrestees. If a DNA profile from a crime scene matches a sample taken from another crime
scene, this is known as a forensic hit. If a crime scene profile matches a sample from a convicted
offender or arrestee, this is called an offender hit. As of 2009, the FBI reports that there have been
93,000 CODIS hits and more than 91,000 investigations aided nationwide.
DNA Timeline

First DNA profiling
test developed
1984

First criminal conviction
based on DNA analysis in
the U.S.

1986

1987

DNA first used in a
crime‐solving capacity
in Great Britain

1989

June 2009
More than 7 million offender and 272,000
forensic profiles uploaded to CODIS

Kentucky created
its DNA database

1992

CODIS is created
1997

1998

2009

Kentucky begins requiring
First crime lab policy
DNA samples from
introduced in a state
First interstate DNA match
convicted felons
(Virginia)
‐ a serial rapist identified

Scope and Methodology
Senate Joint Resolution (SJR) 20, enacted by the General Assembly and signed by the Governor on
March 23, 2015, directed the Kentucky Auditor of Public Accounts (APA) to conduct a count of
untested sexual assault kits in the possession of law enforcement in Kentucky. The APA decided that, as
part of the count, it also would review underlying reasons why kits are not submitted and why a backlog
exists at the forensic laboratory.
The analysis consisted of the following components:







Survey of Kentucky law enforcement agencies to obtain an initial number of untested kits and
understand policies and procedures related to sexual assaults;
Visits to property evidence rooms at sheriffs’ offices and police departments;
Stakeholder meetings in 14 Kentucky communities to hear from law enforcement, prosecutors,
advocates, victims, judges, and elected officials about their concerns and ideas;
Survey of Kentucky hospitals to understand issues related to Sexual Assault Nurse Examiners
(SANE) and sexual assault kits in the possession of hospitals;
An analysis of best practices and reforms in other states and a review of studies about the rape kit
backlog; and
Interviews with law enforcement, prosecutors and national experts.
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Background
Law Enforcement Surveys and Interviews
The APA began the count of untested sexual assault kits by launching a survey to 391 law enforcement
agencies in Kentucky on April 17, 2015. Surveys were mailed and emailed to all state and local law
enforcement agencies and university police departments. The surveys were to be completed by
May 1, 2015. After the initial deadline, there were approximately 240 agencies that had not responded to
the survey. Follow-up emails and calls were made and a 100 percent response rate was ultimately
obtained. As part of the survey process, the APA had to determine which agencies do not investigate
sexual assaults. Out of the 391 total agencies surveyed, 92 agencies (see Appendix III) indicated they
would not investigate sexual assaults and generally refer those investigations to other law enforcement
agencies. The APA contacted all agencies that reported having untested kits in their possession to verify
the number reported in their survey responses. The survey questions are presented in Appendix IV.
The APA contacted every responding agency to conduct more in-depth interviews and visited seven
agencies to determine how they counted kits and to understand their policies and procedures. The
agencies visited were:








Lexington Police Department;
Louisville Metro Police Department;
Owensboro Police Department;
Covington Police Department;
Franklin County Sheriff’s Office;
Wilmore Police Department; and
Eastern Kentucky University Police Department.

Stakeholder Meetings
In addition to the interviews the APA conducted with law enforcement agencies, the APA heard from
representatives of 23 other sheriffs’ offices and police departments and four KSP posts at 14 APA
stakeholder meetings. Representatives from eight Commonwealth’s Attorney offices and one circuit
judge attended. In total, approximately 150 people attended the series of meetings held in Owensboro,
Paducah, Hebron, Elizabethtown, Corbin, Somerset, Louisville, Bowling Green, Hopkinsville,
Lexington, Maysville, Ashland, Prestonsburg and Hazard.
Other Procedures
The APA conducted phone interviews with representatives from the Ohio Attorney General’s Office, the
Cuyahoga County (Ohio) Prosecutor’s Office and Queens County (NYC) District Attorney, and a
Michigan State University researcher on the neurobiology of sexual assault. The APA reviewed the
2011 NIJ special report “The Road Ahead: Unanalyzed Evidence in Sexual Assault Cases,” The 2015
“Detroit Sexual Assault Action Research Project,” the 2015 Connecticut Sexual Assault Crisis Services,
Incorporated report “Untested: Eliminating the Backlog of Sexual Assault Evidence Collection Kits in
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Connecticut,” and the California State Auditor’s report “Sexual Assault Evidence Kits.” In addition, the
APA reviewed statutes from seven states, as well as some city ordinances to form the basis of reform
recommendations.
The APA surveyed 112 Kentucky hospitals to understand issues related to SANEs, interviewed two
SANE nurses and heard from a dozen SANE nurses at the stakeholder meetings. The APA also met with
representatives of the Kentucky Hospital Association (KHA) and spoke with representatives of one of
the large hospital chains in Kentucky and two of the Medicaid Managed Care Organizations (MCOs).
See the hospital survey in Appendix V.
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Observations and Recommendations
Observation 1: The Commonwealth of Kentucky Has 3,090 Untested Sexual Assault Kits
Auditors identified 1,859 untested kits in the possession of 87 police departments and sheriffs’ offices.
There are an additional 1,231 untested kits at the forensic laboratory. Of the 3,090 untested kits in total,
Louisville Metro Police Department (LMPD), Lexington Police Department, and Newport Police
Department have the most untested sexual assault kits (see Table 1). The number of untested sexual
assault kits by law enforcement agency is presented in Appendix VI.
Table 1 - Untested Sexual Assault Kits - Top 20 Law Enforcement Agencies
Number of Untested Kits
Agency
Evidence
Room

Submitted
to KSP
Laboratory

Total

1 Louisville Metro Police Department
2 Lexington Police Department

923

397

1,320

0

315

315

3 Newport Police Department
4 Frankfort Police Department

158

5

163

4

85

89

5 Bowling Green Police Department
6 Henderson Police Department

24

45

69

5

43

48

7 Nicholasville Police Department
8 Boone County Sheriff's Office

46

1

47

35

11

46

34

9

43

2

41

43

Law Enforcement Agency

9 Radcliff Police Department
10 Richmond Police Department
11 McCracken County Sheriff's Office
12 Bardstown Police Department

36

1

37

34

2

36

13 Owensboro Police Department
14 Murray Police Department

29

5

34

32

1

33

15 Shepherdsville Police Department
16 Hopkinsville Police Department

30

1

31

27

2

29

17 Nelson County Sheriff's Office
18 Campbellsville Police Department

29

0

29

23

1

24

19 Maysville Police Department
20 Paducah Police Department

22

2

24

21

3

24

Source: Law Enforcement Survey Responses and KSP Forensic Laboratory Data as of August 18, 2015
Auditors analyzed survey responses of agencies that indicated they investigate sexual assaults. These
agencies initially reported a much larger total number of sexual assault kits in their possession.
However, auditors discovered that the survey question was misunderstood by some law enforcement
agencies, who mistakenly included a count of both tested and untested sexual assault kits in their
possession, or included uncollected/unused kits.
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Observations and Recommendations
Observation 1: (Continued)
To overcome the potential for skewed results, verification procedures were performed through on-site
visits of law enforcement agencies and telephone interviews with individuals at law enforcement
agencies that actually performed the counts. Auditors were able to verify 86 percent of the reported
untested kits in this manner.
Verification procedures were the most effective with local law enforcement agencies. Auditors
attempted to perform verification procedures with KSP posts across the state, but were unable to
perform procedures sufficient to gain confidence in the numbers reported. When initially responding to
the survey, KSP reported having 452 untested sexual assault kits in its possession at various posts
around the state. However, as one of the agencies that reported a count of both tested and untested kits,
a revised count was necessary. KSP reported no untested kits were in its possession at its posts when
presenting the revised count.
In discussions with KSP, it was determined the likely reason no untested kits were at the posts because
all posts were directed to submit untested kits to the forensic laboratory after the APA count began.
However, based on data received from the forensic laboratory, only 59 untested kits were submitted by
KSP posts during the period under review. The confusion regarding the inconsistencies in the KSP count
led auditors to attempt to perform more detailed verification procedures directly with the KSP posts,
similar to procedures performed for local law enforcement agencies. However, individuals at the posts
stated that KSP management in Frankfort, which provided both the initial and subsequent count, was
handling the counts. Therefore, sufficient procedures could not be performed at each KSP post to
confirm the reported amounts.
KSP is not the only agency that reported submitting their untested kits on hand to the KSP forensic
laboratory after the official count began during this initiative. As the legislature began deliberating over
SJR 20 in early 2015 and the issue of untested kits began garnering media attention, law enforcement
agencies began submitting untested kits to the forensic laboratory. Information obtained from the KSP
forensic laboratory indicated 482 kits were submitted to the forensic laboratory between January 1, 2015
and April 23, 2015, compared to 199 over that same time period in 2014.
Also, problems were detected by some law enforcement agencies when they began the process of
identifying and counting their untested kits. LMPD reported that it is still sorting out problems
accounting for kits associated with its merger (Jefferson County and the City of Louisville) in 2003. Premerger, the two agencies had different systems to track evidence, and a new system for tracking was
introduced after the merger. In addition, forensic evidence wasn’t classified by crime, making it difficult
to separate sexual assault kits from forensic evidence for other crimes. Further, not all sexual assault kits
were stored in the evidence room. In 2013, LMPD found 300 kits that should have been submitted in
2011 and 2012 but were not. The forensic laboratory started testing some of those kits, but that effort has
been put on hold due to the forensic laboratory’s backlog. For the APA initiative, LMPD reported
conducting a hand count and found 923 untested kits from 1970 through 2015. LMPD staff is in the
process of pulling individual case files from those kits to determine the disposition of the cases and why
the kits were not tested.
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Observations and Recommendations
Observation 1: (Continued)
The 3,090 untested sexual assault kits identified in Kentucky through this count is comparable to KSP’s
initial estimate that between 2,000 and 5,000 untested kits were in the possession of law enforcement
agencies. Nationally, there could be as many as 400,000 untested kits. A recent USA Today project
attempted to count untested kits and found at least 70,000 kits at over 1,000 police agencies. As of
August 2015, Kentucky is one of 13 states (see Table 2) that have counted its untested kits, with at least
five other states in the process of conducting a count, according to End the Backlog, a program of the
national non-profit organization, Joyful Heart Foundation.
Table 2 - States Conducting Counts of Untested Sexual Assault Evidence Kits
State

Untested Kits

Colorado
Connecticut
Illinois
Louisiana
Ohio
Oregon
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin

6,283
879
3,770
1,133
10,134
5,207
9,062
20,000
2,700
2,369
6,000
6,006

Source: Endthebacklog.org
Colorado, Connecticut, Ohio and Texas are among the states in the process of testing their untested
sexual assault kits. Illinois has cleared its backlog resulting in 927 matches in the national DNA
database.
Some of the country’s major metropolitan cities are further ahead of the states in counting and testing
sexual assault kits. Two dozen cities have conducted counts and almost a dozen have begun testing
thousands of previously untested sexual assault kits, getting CODIS matches, launching new
investigations, and identifying serial rapists. Among these include:





Detroit, which has tested 2,000 out of 11,000 kits identified in a count, resulting in 750 CODIS
matches and identifying 188 suspected serial rapists;
Houston, which has started testing 6,600 kits, resulting in 850 CODIS matches;
New York City, which has begun testing 16,000 kits, resulting in 2,000 CODIS matches and 200
active investigations, arrests or prosecutions;
Fort Worth, which began clearing its backlog of 960 untested kits in 2003, resulting in 200
CODIS matches, 47 arrests, 36 felony convictions and the apprehension of five serial rapists; and
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Observations and Recommendations
Observation 1: (Continued)


Memphis, whose efforts to conquer its backlog of more than 12,000 kits has already produced
162 new investigations, 22 indictments and identified 16 individuals previously convicted of
rape.
Cuyahoga County, Ohio: Case Study

Cuyahoga County, Ohio, which encompasses the City of Cleveland, has become a national model for
tackling untested sexual assault kits. It has tested 3,827 kits and hopes to finish testing the remaining
1,000 untested kits in the fall of 2015, according to the Special Investigations Chief (Chief) at the
Cuyahoga County Prosecutor’s Office.
The impetus for reform was a gruesome case in which five women went missing after police failed to
test a sexual assault kit that matched the killer’s DNA. Their bodies were eventually found at the home
of a serial killer in 2009, in addition to the bodies of six other women. The Chief told auditors that after
this case, it was found that police were closing many sexual assault cases when victims, who were often
addicts, prostitutes or homeless, didn’t show up for police interviews. In response to the public scrutiny,
the Ohio Attorney General ordered all kits from 1993-2009, tested or untested, to be “fork lifted” from
the police department to the Attorney General’s forensic laboratory.
To clear the backlog, the Attorney General invested $5 million to purchase equipment and hire and train
28 new forensic laboratory analysts. Since beginning the testing in 2011, 319 individuals have been
indicted and 82 have been convicted. Ninety-one percent of the defendants identified, or 230 defendants,
are serial rapists. Most of those defendants assaulted at least two victims, while three assaulted a dozen
or more victims. The Attorney General expects that 60 percent of all the kits submitted would result in a
DNA profile that should be investigated.
Recommendations
We recommend law enforcement agencies and the KSP forensic laboratory work together to
ensure all kits that were collected prior to this initiative, and were the subject of a criminal
investigation at the time of collection, be submitted to the forensic laboratory by January 1, 2016.
We also recommend KSP submit a plan for analyzing sexual assault evidence for these cases to
the Governor, APA, Attorney General, and both chambers of the General Assembly. The plan
should include: a timeline for completion of analysis, a summary of the inventory received,
requests for funding and resources necessary to meet the timeline.
Additionally, per KRS 17.147, which requires KSP to collect and analyze crime data from law
enforcement, prosecutors and other agencies, KSP should begin collecting data on reported
rapes, kits submitted, kits tested, sexual assault charges, prosecutions and convictions.
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Observations and Recommendations
Observation 2: The Kentucky State Police Forensic Laboratory’s Average Turnaround Time To
Analyze Sexual Assault Evidence Submitted In 2014 Is Currently Eight Months And Data
Indicates The Turnaround Time Is Increasing
KSP considers turnaround time to be from the date sexual assault evidence is submitted to one of the
forensic laboratories to the time the analysis report is completed. Between 2008 and 2012, it took KSP
an average of six to nine months to complete DNA testing of sexual assault evidence. However, auditors
analyzed data provided by KSP for its sexual assault evidence submissions, and found that for calendar
years 2013 and 2014, the time it takes to complete processing is increasing.
In order to fully assess turnaround time concerns, not only was the turnaround time for completed cases
analyzed, cases submitted but not yet complete were also considered. For example, data provided for
2013 identified that KSP forensic laboratory had 744 submissions of sexual assault evidence. Of this
number, the analysis of 498 submissions was completed, with more than 51 percent of these taking
longer than six months to complete. Additionally, the remaining 246 submissions from 2013, or more
than one-third of the total submissions for the year, were still not complete as of August 18, 2015.
Therefore, in total, more than 67 percent of the total 744 submissions were not tested within six months.
Some improvement was noted in 2014; however, more than 60 percent of all submissions were still not
tested within six months, and 19 percent of the total submissions were still incomplete as of August 18,
2015. Refer to Table 3.
Table 3 - Analysis of Turnaround Time for DNA Testing of Sexual Assault Evidence Calendar Years 2013 and 2014
Calendar Year 2013
744 Sexual Assault Evidence Submissions
Closed Cases as of 08/18/15
Open Cases as of 08/18/15
Time Since
Turnaround Time
Cases % Closed Submission
Cases
% Open
0-3 Months
96
19%
0-3 Months
3-6 Months
146
29%
3-6 Months
6-9 Months
109
22%
6-9 Months
9-12 Months
69
14%
9-12 Months
12+ Months
78
16%
12+ Months
246
100%
Total Cases
498
Total Cases
246
Average Turnaround Time - 8 Months
Average Time Still Open - 27 Months
Calendar Year 2014
517 Sexual Assault Evidence Submissions
Closed Cases as of 08/18/15
Open Cases as of 08/18/15
Time Since
Turnaround Time
Cases % Closed Submission
Cases
% Open
0-3 Months
106
28%
0-3 Months
3-6 Months
97
26%
3-6 Months
6-9 Months
105
28%
6-9 Months
45
32%
9-12 Months
49
13%
9-12 Months
47
33%
12+ Months
18
5%
12+ Months
50
35%
Total Cases
375
Total Cases
142
Average Turnaround Time - 6 Months
Average Time Still Open - 12 Months

Source: KSP Forensic Laboratory Data
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Observations and Recommendations
Observation 2: (Continued)
As depicted in Table 3, KSP forensic laboratory data suggests that completed cases in 2014 were
completed on average within six months. However, as previously discussed, given that 19 percent of the
total submissions are still open, the actual average turnaround time will be much longer. Taking into
consideration the combination of both open and closed cases, the 2014 average turnaround time is
approximately eight months as of August 18, 2015. However, that average will continue to increase until
all submissions are complete.
In discussing the turnaround time to analyze the sexual assault kits, KSP explained that the forensic
laboratory lost five employees at the same time in 2013. Additionally, a review of submissions logged
by KSP from 2008 through 2014 identified that the number of submissions in 2013 was unusually large,
having increased more than 40 percent from the prior year (see Chart 1). Also, it should be noted that
KSP explained that certain delays in closing a case may be due to subsequent evidence submissions by
law enforcement related to the same case. This holds up the forensic laboratory’s ability to close the
case, and therefore could extend the turnaround time reported. In reviewing the number of evidence
submissions in the data analyzed, the frequency of this happening is not enough to significantly skew the
averages noted above.
Chart 1 - Sexual Assault Evidence Submissions Per Year
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An additional explanation provided by KSP’s forensic laboratory director indicated that the large
volume of incomplete cases from 2013 and 2014 stems from an initiative that KSP started to obtain
older cases from police departments that were not previously submitted to the forensic laboratory.
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The director stated that KSP intended to apply for grant funds to work these cases without impacting the
current cases being investigated or prosecuted. Therefore, many of the cases received were intentionally
not worked while waiting for this additional funding. The director indicated that 239 cases in 2013 and
70 cases in 2014 were part of that initiative.
During stakeholder meetings held by the APA across the state, law enforcement agencies maintained
that it now takes about 12 to 14 months for the forensic laboratory to analyze sexual assault evidence, as
well as some evidence from other crimes that it submits, further suggesting turnaround times are
increasing. One investigator told auditors that a year or two ago he could put a rush on a homicide with a
rape and get the analysis report in two to three weeks. Now, a rush is at least one month to a few
months.
A national average turnaround time for analyzing sexual assault kits has not been studied; however, the
APA found at least 11 states have self-reported much shorter average turnaround times than Kentucky,
with the shortest being 20-30 days and the longest still being less than six months.
Limited resources, state budget cuts, and recruitment and retention issues at the KSP forensic
laboratories are significant factors contributing to the lengthy turnaround times as discussed in
Observation 3. In addition, the KSP forensic laboratory has experienced an increase in the amount of
forensic evidence it is expected to process. Law enforcement and prosecutors frequently lamented that
victims, juries, and the general public expect DNA evidence to be gathered in most crimes and for it to
be analyzed in a matter of hours or days, based on what they see on popular fictional crime scene
television shows. This is known as the “CSI Effect” and is occurring not only in Kentucky but across the
country. The KSP forensic laboratory reports a 35 percent increase in cases for which forensic evidence
was submitted between 2008 and 2012.
Not testing kits in a timely manner denies victims justice, creates a threat to public safety, and slows the
judicial process. These consequences of not testing kits expeditiously were reiterated throughout the
APA’s 14 stakeholder meetings. Real public safety concerns were raised. One prosecutor, for example,
recalled a case in which a woman was drugged and raped and could not identify her assailants. The
sexual assault kits were submitted to the forensic laboratory in June 2006, but the analysis was not
completed until January 2007. The analysis matched the profiles of three men who remained in the
community while the kits were waiting to be tested.
Another law enforcement investigator recalled a case in which evidence from the sexual assault of a
woman with physical and intellectual disabilities was first submitted to the forensic laboratory in
November of 2013. The investigator told auditors the lab contacted him in June of 2014 - approximately
eight months later - and told him they needed additional swabs to be submitted to confirm the victim’s
identity. Once the additional swabs were submitted, the investigator said it took an additional six months
to complete the analysis on the case. The perpetrator was ordered to stay away from the victim, but he
was released from jail 60 days after the crime. Incidentally, he has been sentenced to five years in
prison, but as of September 18, 2015, he was not yet incarcerated.
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This case demonstrates additional problems associated with the long turnaround times. If there is an
issue with the evidence that was submitted, or there is otherwise a need to collect and analyze additional
forensic evidence - which is not uncommon - the total time to get a final analysis report on the case is
delayed even further.
Prosecutors and law enforcement also pointed out judges get impatient with the long turnaround times
and release perpetrators from jail while awaiting forensic laboratory results. This can re-victimize the
victims and potentially lead to additional crimes committed by the offenders. Prosecutors reported
contacting the forensic laboratory to request that a representative explain to a judge why there was such
a delay.
In general, law enforcement suggested the long turnaround time at the forensic laboratory has the effect
of the investigators losing focus on these cases as they move on to other crimes committed. The effect
on victims is difficult to measure but palpable to the advocates and law enforcement. Advocates suggest
that if the kit was not tested and has not moved forward within three to six months of the assault, victims
often lose faith in the process and decide not to continue participating in the investigation. Victims may
feel that they were not believed and are not important. In some instances, victims may have undergone
clinical therapy to try to move forward with their lives. “The longer the delay, the greater the risk for
recantation,” said one sheriff.
No policies or statutes exist in Kentucky to require the forensic laboratory to complete testing within a
specified timeframe. The forensic laboratory’s Quality Assurance Manual instructs analysts to prioritize
service requests, including urgency of case, seriousness of crime and perishable nature of evidence. The
KSP Forensic Biology Analytical Protocol Manual states that priority will be given to current cases
involving a violent crime, such as murder, sexual assault, assault, and robbery, followed by cold cases.
Some states have begun requiring kits be tested within a specified time frame. California passed a law,
effective in January 2015, requiring sexual assault evidence to be processed no later than 120 days after
receiving it, while Illinois now requires all sexual assault evidence to be analyzed within six months of
receipt if sufficient staffing and resources are available at the forensic laboratory. Additionally, the City
of San Francisco requires testing to be completed within 14 days.
The Ohio Attorney General’s office began measuring turnaround time for analyzing sexual assault kits
four years ago because it believed it was a public safety issue, according to the Superintendent of the
Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigations (BCI), the division of the Attorney General’s office that
conducts forensic evidence analysis. In addition to hiring additional forensic laboratory analysts and
buying more equipment, the office brought in outside experts to conduct an efficiency study and was
able to streamline the analysis process and reduce turnaround time from 125 days to no more than 20
days. The office was able to decrease both the number of processing and testing steps from 183 to 87,
handoffs among forensic laboratory personnel from 52 to 26, and decision points from 43 to eight.
The Louisiana State Police Crime Laboratory completed a similar efficiency review with NIJ grant
funds in 2011 and met its goals of reducing turnaround time to 60 days from as high as 400 days in 2008
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and 200 days in 2010. Among the improvements to make the process more efficient was rearranging the
forensic laboratory equipment to reduce the number of steps sexual assault kits traveled in the hands of
analysts around the forensic laboratory building.
KSP indicated it previously considered undergoing a similar efficiency study but did not go through
with it. KSP cited the $80,000 to $150,000 expense of such a study, although KSP had not considered a
cost-benefit analysis to determine whether the potential reduction of procedural steps and time would be
more cost effective, possibly even covering the cost of such a study.
Ohio’s BCI also is working to streamline the tests it performs on forensic evidence to speed up the
process and improve results. For example, it has minimized serology screening on older cases, which
involves the use of chemicals to determine if bodily fluids are present. Ohio’s BCI is in the process of
validating a new process that would eliminate serology screening for some new evidence and would
instead involve the use of a DNA quantitation method. This involves extracting DNA and running a test
to determine whether there is male-only or female-only DNA present. If the gender-type DNA that law
enforcement is searching for is not present, the analysis does not proceed. The KSP forensic laboratory
director reported that the forensic laboratory also is moving toward a different type of initial screening.
The Cuyahoga County Prosecutor’s Office stated that reducing the amount of serology screening done
on older kits has garnered a 20 percent higher rate of developing a suspect profile. Serologicallydetected bodily fluids may not contain DNA, as is the case with many seminal fluid samples, and
sometimes bodily fluids are not located where DNA material may be present (under a victim’s
fingernails, for example).
KSP screens all forensic evidence for serology before testing for DNA. If the screening does not identify
bodily fluids, it does not conduct the DNA test. Based on the experiences in Cuyahoga County, this
could be resulting in some evidence not being tested for DNA even though a suspect’s DNA may
actually be present.
Although the forensic laboratory in Frankfort is currently the only KSP forensic laboratory that performs
DNA testing, the serology screening occurs at the KSP central forensic laboratory in Frankfort, as well
as at three regional KSP forensic laboratories in Louisville (Jefferson), Madisonville (Western), and
Cold Springs (Northern). Another concern related to serological screening is the added time it takes to
analyze. According to data provided by KSP, as of July 30, 2015, the average time for serology
screening for sexual assault evidence is 120 days at the Western forensic laboratory, 106 days at the
Jefferson forensic laboratory and 109 days at the Northern forensic laboratory. These times comprise
half the total turnaround time for analysis, according to KSP’s data. In cases where victims stop
cooperating, the three to four month serology screening process itself may be to blame. The KSP
forensic laboratory director stated that with optimum resources at the regional labs, serology could be
completed in two days.
Another concern related to the serology screening is that if and when kits test positive for DNA, the
forensic laboratory will contact the submitting agency to ask whether it still needs the DNA analysis,
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according to many law enforcement officers. If the case was adjudicated or the victim declined to
cooperate, the forensic laboratory does not test the kit. The failure to conduct a DNA analysis after a kit
has tested positive during the serology screening misses potential opportunities to exonerate wronglyidentified assailants and the possibility that there was more than one attacker. In addition, not testing kits
solely because law enforcement reports that the victim is not cooperating raises concerns that offenders
are not being identified and entered into CODIS. Lack of cooperation by victims does not preclude the
suspect DNA from being entered into CODIS to potentially match to the offender database or other
forensic evidence.
Victimless investigation and prosecution, though difficult, may still be possible, and is in the interests of
public safety since the rapist may still pose a threat to others. KSP was unable to document the number
of kits that test positive for serology but are not tested for DNA.
A key aspect of Ohio’s and Louisiana’s abilities to reduce and control turnaround time while
maintaining quality is measuring and monitoring forensic laboratory performance. Ohio’s BCI sends the
Attorney General a monthly report documenting turnaround times and other performance measures and
sends out monthly press releases reporting the status of the sexual assault kit initiative. Louisiana State
Police began utilizing an electronic dashboard in the forensic laboratory to track daily, weekly and
monthly performance measurements. These performance reports bring accountability to the forensic
laboratories and allow policymakers to evaluate the level of resources needed to maintain low
turnaround times.
KSP reported to auditors that it used to produce a monthly forensic laboratory case report but stopped
producing it in recent years. Supervisors access the data in real time to perform employee evaluations
and the forensic laboratory director reviews the data weekly or twice weekly. Nobody within KSP
leadership reviews forensic laboratory performance data.
Recommendations
We recommend the General Assembly dedicate significant additional resources to the forensic
laboratory to reduce the turnaround time and to sustain a short turnaround time going forward.
To ensure it achieves reform for its investment, the Legislature should consider revising
Kentucky Revised Statutes to require the KSP forensic laboratory, by January 1, 2018, to process
sexual assault evidence kits from all felony sexual offenses, create DNA profiles when able and
upload qualifying DNA profiles into CODIS and other DNA databases as soon as possible, but
no later than 90 days after the submission of the kit. An exception should be provided for the
mandatory submission of kits from felony offenses if there has been an official recant by the
victim. Issues related to resources will be further addressed in Observation 3 of this report.
We further recommend KSP contract with outside consultants to conduct an efficiency study of
the forensic analysis processes. The cost benefit has been demonstrated in other states. Given the
continuing demand to analyze more forensic evidence and limited resources for the lab, it is
imperative the lab consider ways to increase efficiency and possibly even improve quality of
results in the process. As part of that study, KSP should evaluate technologies and methods to
expedite testing that may be on the forensic evidence horizon.
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Recommendations (Continued)
We strongly recommend KSP leadership closely review performance reports to be submitted by
the forensic laboratory. KSP leadership must pay close attention to the turnaround times as the
amount of evidence submitted for DNA analysis continues to grow. Management must have a
way to evaluate whether lab resources need to be adjusted based on lab analyst departures or
other events that could affect the turnaround time. Although forensic lab representatives noted in
interviews that KSP management is responsive to requests for additional resources, we believe it
is important for executive leadership to be more engaged in monitoring laboratory performance.
We suggest that seeing the instances of CODIS matches and other similar metrics would
underscore the importance of having an efficient forensic laboratory on solving crimes.
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Observation 3: Kentucky State Police Has Not Placed Sufficient Priority On Improving
Turnaround Times For DNA Analysis Or To Manage The Increased Workload Of Forensic
Evidence Submissions
As noted in Observation 2, the turnaround time to obtain DNA test results from the KSP Forensic
Laboratory is currently estimated to be an average of eight months. KSP addressed media questions
regarding the backlog of sexual assault kits by indicating additional funding was needed to improve its
turnaround time of DNA analysis. Auditors analyzed KSP’s preliminary cost estimates to improve the
turnaround time to conduct forensic analysis, as well as the agency’s expenditure history and, capital
budget priorities. KSP did apply for and receive grant funding in past years to pay for training and
overtime for DNA analysts. However, the results of this analysis indicated that overall KSP did not take
broad action to address the underlying problems that led to increased turnaround times. It was not clear
what processes were in place to make KSP leadership aware of the increasing turnaround times, if any.
Auditors considered whether actions taken by KSP were prudent under the circumstances as it relates to
improving forensic evidence testing timeframes. It is understandable that state government budget cuts
made decisions regarding funding priorities difficult. Also, KSP is an organization with an expansive
law enforcement mission, and the forensic laboratory director acknowledged that the forensic testing is
only one of many important objectives she oversees. However, it is important to understand how
priorities are established and managed during a period when budget cuts, personnel retention concerns,
and increased demand significantly affect the operations of one part of the agency that has such a critical
impact on the public safety of all Kentucky citizens, and nearly one in five Kentucky women.
When managing a government agency, priorities are generally reinforced in the agency through
budgetary measures. KSP indicates that more funding is needed to resolve the current backlog of sexual
assault kits and to add staff and equipment to maintain lower turnaround times. Yet, the forensic
laboratory had requested no additional state funding for equipment and personnel to expand its capacity
to address the backlog, long turnaround times or higher volume of evidence expected in the future.
Inquiries within KSP identified that when funding is short in one area of the department, resources are
shifted from another area so needs are met throughout the agency. In fact, KSP stated that the forensic
laboratory often is able to expend more than originally budgeted due to resources being pulled from
other areas, and the forensic laboratory director indicated that when she requests staffing it is authorized.
These explanations describe how the agency attempts to maintain the status quo, but does not identify
necessary strategic planning to handle the growing volume of forensic evidence submitted or
significantly reduce turnaround times for the current evidence load.
In discussing the underlying causes of the increasing timeframe for DNA testing with KSP and forensic
laboratory management, the most significant factor identified was a staff shortage at the forensic
laboratories. Forensic laboratory management indicated that it has had approximately five vacancies
over the past two years. After these vacancies occurred, it took more than six months to analyze almost
70 percent of sexual assault forensic evidence, including more than 12 months to analyze 44 percent of
the evidence submitted.
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Having five vacancies at one time made it difficult for the forensic laboratory to sustain a more
reasonable timeframe for various reasons. As new employees were hired, the forensic laboratory
experienced other resignations, which means the same level of vacancies persisted over an extended
period of time. The forensic laboratory director indicated the most significant reason for its reoccurring
turnover is that although educational requirements and training for DNA forensic laboratory staff are
arduous, beginning salaries for the employees are not competitive. The employees must have at least a
bachelor’s degree in biology or related field, as depicted in the job specifications in Appendix VII, and
complete approximately 12 to 18 months of on-the-job training before they are functioning at full
capacity. The starting salary for biologists, evidence technicians, and forensic laboratory technicians in
the forensic section is approximately $32,000 per year, which the forensic laboratory director indicates
is well below beginning salaries in private forensic laboratories and even surrounding state forensic
laboratories. In Ohio, forensic laboratory analysts at the Attorney General’s BCI start at $45,000 a year.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Forensic Statistics Occupational Outlook Handbook, the median annual
wage for forensic science technicians was $52,840 in 2012. The lowest 10 percent earned less than
$32,200 and the top 10 percent earned more than $85,210.
Although the forensic laboratory recognizes that beginning salaries for analysts aren’t competitive, a
review of a plan provided to the APA by KSP to improve and maintain reasonable turnaround times
does not include any increases in the starting salaries. This plan would add a total of 16 additional
employees, such as biologists, evidence and forensic laboratory analysts and two forensic laboratory
assistants (see Table 4). Because the forensic laboratory is experiencing a serious recruitment and
retention problem, it is questionable whether the forensic laboratory could feasibly add 16 additional
staff at the current salary structure. The forensic laboratory director acknowledged that it is difficult to
hire employees at that salary, but that a formal salary study or inquiries with the Kentucky Personnel
Cabinet to discuss mechanisms for increasing salaries had not been undertaken by KSP. Auditors asked
the forensic laboratory director whether she could provide a revision of cost estimates that would
include funding amounts necessary to realistically improve recruitment of new staff, and retention of
current staff; but, a detailed revision was not provided to the APA. However, the lab director did
indicate she is working on a plan to submit to the Personnel Cabinet with increased entry salary levels
for the forensic biologist I position.
Table 4 - Excerpt of the KSP Plan Related to the Expansion of Laboratory Staff
Title
Forensic Biologist I
Create new classification
Laboratory Scientist I
Laboratory Aid

Quantity

Pay
Grade

10
2
2
2

13
13
13
6

Source: KSP Forensic Laboratory

Annual Salary
With Benefits

Annual Salary
$

32,042
32,042
32,042
16,448

$

49,429
49,429
49,429
28,961

Annual Total
$

494,290
98,858
98,858
57,922

$

749,928
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KSP’s initial estimate indicated that implementing its entire plan would take approximately $2.9 million
in the first year, and $1.3 million thereafter. In addition to the expanded staffing levels indicated in
Table 4, the plan also details additional equipment, supplies, furniture, storage, and work space needed.
An analysis of forensic laboratory spending and requests for funding, as well as other statements by KSP
indicated a lack of prioritization of forensic evidence analysis. Auditors requested the KSP’s capital
planning worksheet for the last biennial budget, 2014 - 2016, as well as its capital planning worksheet
for the upcoming 2016 - 2018 biennium. These worksheets are used in the budget process to identify
requests for capital projects, and list the department’s and the cabinet’s priority for each item requested.
Neither the capital planning worksheet for 2014 - 2016, nor for 2016 - 2018, included capital items for
equipment that would aid in expanding forensic laboratory services to address the untested sexual
assault kit backlog. The forensic laboratory director indicated the only equipment requested and
purchased in recent years was to replace existing equipment that was on the verge of failure.
As noted in Observation 2, it took KSP an average of eight months to analyze sexual assault evidence in
2014. This is much higher than the average time it takes in several other states. KSP indicated that its
goal is to process high-priority forensic evidence in 90 days. Although 90 days would be a significant
improvement, KSP would still lag behind other states, such as Ohio, which has found innovative ways to
reduce turnaround times to 10 to 30 days. Observation 2 noted that the forensic laboratory has not
undergone an efficiency or performance improvement study to look for ways to speed up the analysis
process while maintaining quality results.
KSP also told auditors that management has had discussions about scaling down the amount of forensic
evidence the forensic laboratory would analyze by not accepting certain types of cases. This may be
another indicator that KSP management is not placing a high priority on the forensic laboratory’s role in
solving cases. We recognize the forensic laboratory may be frustrated by what they perceive as a
burdensome amount of evidence submitted by some law enforcement agencies in a single case, or that
they are asked to analyze evidence for certain non-violent offenses. Additional training, which will be
discussed in Observation 10, may be useful to address some of these issues. However, as the technology
to test DNA evidence more rapidly emerges, a strategic shift away from forensic evidence’s ability to
solve crimes and exonerate the innocent does not seem prudent.
Recommendations
We recommend KSP management communicate a strong management tone at the top of the
organization that its priorities include improving processes that help expedite information used in
criminal prosecutions, such as DNA testing.
We recommend KSP conduct a salary study, which should include an analysis of salaries for
similar forensic laboratory positions in surrounding states, in states with similar demographics,
and for private sector positions with organizations that attract KSP forensic laboratory
employees. Additionally, the study should consider not only entry level salaries, but also
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Recommendations (Continued)
mid-career and late-career salaries, in order to address retention concerns. KSP should then work
with the Kentucky Personnel Cabinet to determine an approach to improve recruitment and
retention concerns given the results of the study. The agency should then establish budget
priorities to help implement the portions of the plan that are economically and administratively
viable. KSP management indicated this was discussed but not performed.
We recommend the General Assembly increase the level of resources available to the forensic
laboratories due to its effect on public safety, justice for victims and the judicial process. KSP
should include additional budget requests in the upcoming biennial budget process to fund its
forensic laboratory expansion plan to meet more aggressive turnaround times this report
recommends the Legislature require. Further, the Legislature should specify that at least a
portion of any additional funding provided to KSP is directly used for the forensic laboratory.
As recommended in Observation 2, KSP should strongly consider having an efficiency study
completed on forensic laboratory functions related to DNA testing. Reducing redundant steps
may also provide budgetary relief by eliminating wasteful procedures and allowing the forensic
laboratory to test more evidence utilizing fewer resources.
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Assault Kits Were Inconsistent And Confusing, Resulting In Fewer Kits Submitted
At the outset of this initiative, KSP indicated to auditors that it was emphasizing an effort called “Submit
the Kit” to educate law enforcement agencies in Kentucky that submit forensic evidence. KSP stated that
it believes the best practice is to submit every kit to the forensic laboratory to be tested. Yet, auditors
found that written and verbal communication to agencies was inconsistent, confusing, and prone to
misinterpretation by law enforcement.
Auditors reviewed the Physical Evidence Collection Guide, dated September 9, 2013, that the KSP
Forensic Laboratory disseminates to law enforcement to “aid in the collection and preservation of
evidence prior to its submission to a forensic laboratory for analysis.” Page seven outlines the “Nature
and Value of Physical Evidence” and states, in part:
Since all forensic laboratory locations have more case work than analytical time, the
submitting officer can aid the examiner by fully relaying the facts of the case.
Information given to the forensic laboratory will establish the direction of the analysis
and may help to determine the worthiness of the evidence. Many forensic laboratory
examinations are lengthy and expensive. The efficiency of the forensic laboratory is
directly related to keeping the analyst well informed as to the facts of the case, submitting
relevant evidence, and not overloading the system.
The statement advises law enforcement not to overload the system; rather, to carefully decide which
pieces of evidence it deems relevant. This may be viewed as contrary to statements by KSP that it wants
law enforcement to submit all sexual assault kits for analysis.
In interviews and stakeholder meetings, prosecutors and law enforcement repeatedly stated that because
of direct or indirect communication with the forensic laboratory, they were using a triage system to
determine which evidence to submit because they were aware of the backlog and did not want to delay
testing on evidence they deemed a higher priority, such as homicide evidence.
One prosecutor stated, “I don’t want to wait six months for one (evidence analysis report) I need because
I’m submitting kits I don’t need.” A Sheriff’s deputy said, “We’ve been trained: Don’t send what you
don’t need.”
A special crimes investigator said the forensic laboratory would tell him to submit all kits but would
then describe the backlog. “The forensic laboratory tries to put out the message that if you don’t need
something (for prosecution), don’t send it.” A sheriff’s deputy stated that the forensic laboratory told
him that it would not test the kit if the case wasn’t going to be prosecuted.
These statements appear to reflect a priority on testing evidence to support a prosecution, which is one
purpose for testing evidence but not the sole purpose. The Physical Evidence Collection Guide states:
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Physical evidence can aid in solving the case by developing modi operandi (M.O.’s), by
developing suspects, by proving or disproving alibis, by eliminating suspects or
connecting suspects to the crime, by identifying the source of stolen materials, and by
providing investigative leads. Physical evidence is often necessary to prove that a crime
had been committed.
By not testing kits from cases that law enforcement and Commonwealth’s Attorneys have decided not to
prosecute, the forensic laboratory may miss opportunities to provide investigative leads and connect
suspects to additional crimes they may have committed. That information may alter a decision to not
prosecute. For example, if a suspect does not deny having sexual contact with a victim and tells law
enforcement it was consensual, prosecutors may decide not to pursue prosecution and therefore, law
enforcement does not submit the kit for analysis. However, if the sexual assault kit was tested and that
DNA matched the DNA in kits from other sexual assault victims, it may bolster the victim’s story and
case for prosecution, as well as lead to charges in the previously unsolved sexual assaults. The purpose
of submitting sexual assault kits also is to attempt to solve other crimes - not just the crime from which
the kit was collected - since several studies found that the majority of rapists are serial rapists and serial
criminals in general.
As further demonstration of the inconsistent communications by KSP to law enforcement, auditors
found that KSP had instructed law enforcement not to submit certain kits without a suspect standard,
which is a forensic sample containing DNA obtained from a suspect.
Obviously if law enforcement does not have a suspect, a suspect standard cannot be obtained. This
standard is often provided voluntarily by known suspects, but also may be obtained by law enforcement
seeking a search warrant from a judge. In some instances, law enforcement is not granted permission to
obtain the suspect standard, or is otherwise prevented from doing so, when they cannot locate a suspect.
One prosecutor reported that there may be some confusion among judges who are asked to grant a
search warrant to obtain a suspect standard from a convicted felon. They may be denying those search
warrants because they believe investigators and the forensic laboratory already have the suspect’s DNA.
Under federal law, a standard still must be collected from a suspect - even if the suspect’s DNA is
already in the convicted felon database - to prosecute the case.
A suspect standard is required in a jury trial as evidence that the suspect’s DNA is a direct match to the
DNA discovered in the sexual assault kit. However, a suspect standard is not required in order for
suspect DNA from a sexual assault kit to be uploaded into CODIS for the purposes described above.
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Written communication from KSP indicates that it required law enforcement to submit a suspect
standard with the sexual assault kit, with certain exceptions. According to the Physical Evidence
Collection Guide:
The appropriate DNA reference standards are required prior to the starting of DNA
analysis, generally from both victim(s) and suspect(s). Cases for which there is no
suspect, when a suspect has fled, or when an investigating officer has attempted, but
cannot obtain a warrant for the collection of a suspect’s standard may be exempt from
this requirement. This information should be provided by the investigating officer at the
time of submission. If this status changes, the investigating officer should notify the
forensic laboratory and submit any attainable standards.
The KSP forensic laboratory director told auditors that the reason for this KSP rule, which was
suspended since this review commenced, was to eliminate the need for forensic laboratory analysts to
constantly contact law enforcement to ask for suspect standards. The rule has been in effect since at least
2001, but KSP may have begun strictly enforcing it upon overhauling laboratory policies in 2009,
according to the forensic laboratory director. Prior to the rule law enforcement “rarely” submitted the
suspect standard. Often law enforcement would want to see whether there was semen present in a female
victim’s sexual assault kit before pursuing a suspect standard. That led to cases going to court without a
suspect standard, resulting in complaints from judges that the forensic laboratory had not completed a
case. Alternatively, prosecutors would call the forensic laboratory a week before a trial and beg the
forensic laboratory to turn a suspect standard analysis around quickly. According to the forensic
laboratory director, “we were doubling our work and taking the blame in court. We couldn't keep a
workflow going because we had to constantly put down the cases we were working to go back and do a
rush comparison for court.”
The forensic laboratory director stated that after the rule was implemented, the forensic laboratory was
able to work more efficiently and received more, not fewer sexual assault kits to be tested. The forensic
laboratory director stated that it was never the intention of the forensic laboratory to not fully utilize the
CODIS database. Further, she fears that by suspending the rule the forensic laboratory will enter more
profiles into the database but fewer cases will be solved and/or adjudicated because the suspect standard
won’t be obtained.
The problem with the communication regarding the suspect standard requirement is that it was not
always clearly conveyed with its exceptions to law enforcement.
A July 2013 KSP newsletter from the forensic laboratory stated, “a reference standard must be submitted
for a case prior to DNA analysis, even if an offender sample has been collected from the same suspect
for the database. Offender samples are not evidentiary and are not intended for use at trial.”
KSP may have attempted to clarify the rules regarding the use of convicted felon DNA that Kentucky
began collecting in 2009. This statement in the newsletter, however, doesn’t outline the exceptions for
the suspect standard requirement.
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An April 2014 forensic laboratory newsletter also contained potentially confusing guidance about the
suspect standard requirement:
Q: Do reference standards need to be submitted for a case prior to DNA analysis, if an offender
sample is present in the DNA database?
A: Yes, if probable cause exists, a standard should be obtained. Offender samples are not
evidentiary and are not intended for use in court.
Q: Can evidence be submitted for serological analysis to the forensic biology casework section
without reference standards?
A: Yes, but submission of reference standards is required prior to the evidence being forwarded
for DNA analysis.
The information provided in the Questions and Answers (Q and A) informs law enforcement that it is
permitted to submit evidence for serological screening without the suspect standard but requires the
standard to be submitted before the evidence is sent for DNA analysis. The Q and A does not describe
the exceptions to the rule and, again, is contrary to the requirements for uploading DNA evidence into
CODIS.
Law enforcement reported being confused by the directions from the forensic laboratory. One large law
enforcement agency said it was told by the forensic laboratory that if a victim provides a suspect’s name
and police are not able to obtain the suspect standard; the evidence from the sexual assault kit would not
meet the standard for CODIS.
This KSP policy, which was intended to reduce the amount of time KSP spends tracking down
standards, was not clearly understood by at least one agency and has discouraged the submission of
certain sexual assault kits. The KSP forensic laboratory director told auditors that the rule was
suspended due to the “perception that this rule has caused confusion” and that there is a lot of confusion
among law enforcement as to the purpose of the database. This additional confusion will be further
discussed in Observation 7.
Recommendations
KSP should continue accepting all submitted sexual assault kits, regardless of whether the
submitting agency obtains a suspect standard. However, law enforcement should submit suspect
standards at the time they submit sexual assault kits when available. If not available, an
explanation should be provided on the KSP laboratory submission form detailing the reason why
a suspect standard could not be submitted, or contact KSP for further guidance.
The lab should work with law enforcement and associations representing circuit court judges and
prosecutors to increase education regarding the submission of evidence to the lab. Additional
laboratory training will be discussed in Observation 9. The lab should ensure that written and
verbal communications regarding the laboratory’s evidence acceptance policies are clear and
consistent.
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Observation 5: More Than Half Of Law Enforcement Agencies Surveyed Reported That They
Submit All Sexual Assault Kits, And Most Interviewed Indicate They Would Prefer To Be
Required To Submit All Kits
Of the respondents, 59 percent reported they request a forensic laboratory analysis of all sexual assault
kits they receive, while 41 percent do not request a forensic laboratory analysis for all kits they receive.
Agencies that do not request an analysis of all kits were asked to indicate the primary reasons for not
submitting kits to the forensic laboratory. Respondents could select multiple reasons for not submitting
kits (see Table 5).
Table 5 - Survey Question 7 and Responses
Survey Question 7 and Responses
7. What are the primary reasons your agency does not request a crime lab test of
each sexual assault evidence kit it receives? Check all that apply.
Victim informed police the crime did not occur

62%

Victim declined to file a complaint

57%

Other

41%

Prosecutor advised it was not necessary

31%

Investigators suspected the act was consensual

21%

DNA evidence was not needed to convict

18%

Investigators had no suspects

11%

Victim filed complaint against spouse or former spouse

4%

Delivering to KSP lab is cost prohibitive or creates logistical issues

1%

Source: Law Enforcement Survey Responses
As illustrated in Table 5, the majority of agencies that withheld some kits from the forensic laboratory
did so because the victim informed police that a crime did not occur. The FBI requires that forensic
evidence submitted to the national database “originate from and/or be associated with a crime scene.” So
if a victim recants without coercion, meaning that he or she notifies law enforcement that the reported
crime did not occur, the forensic evidence collected in the kit is not eligible to be uploaded to the DNA
database. An official recant would be a reason not to submit a kit; however, concerns have been raised in
studies such as the one conducted in Detroit that law enforcement may be determining their own
definitions of recant, such as when they have difficulty locating a victim or they deem the victim not
cooperative. More study may be needed to understand the circumstances under which victims inform
police that the sexual assault did not occur.
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However, 57 percent of responding agencies indicated that they did not submit kits in cases that the
victim declined to file a complaint. This reason does not preclude law enforcement from submitting kits
to the forensic laboratory or the forensic laboratory from analyzing the evidence and adding the
perpetrator’s DNA to CODIS to try to identify an unknown suspect or match it with evidence submitted
from other crimes. In these instances, victims did not say that the crime didn’t occur; rather, for various
reasons, they have decided not to participate in the pursuit of criminal charges.
Similarly, one-third of agencies responded that the “prosecutor advised it was not necessary” as a
primary reason for not submitting kits. In a 2011 NIJ special report on unanalyzed sexual assault
evidence, 15 percent of law enforcement surveyed across the country said they did not submit evidence
because analysis had not been requested by a prosecutor. The rationale behind prosecutors’ guidance
varies. In some instances, Commonwealth’s Attorneys decided not to prosecute because victims
declined to participate, or because victims were not fully cooperative. Contrary to popular belief that a
victim can “press charges,” Commonwealth’s Attorneys are not precluded from prosecuting a case in the
absence of a victim’s willingness to participate or cooperate. However, prosecutors say they would not
proceed out of fear of re-traumatizing the victim. Advocates for testing all kits say that kits from these
types of cases should still be analyzed because, as stated above, running the DNA through CODIS could
identify an unknown suspect or match to evidence submitted in other crimes. These revelations,
advocates say, could actually change victims’ and/or Commonwealth’s Attorneys’ minds about pursuing
prosecution.
In addition, prosecutors often do not recommend submitting kits for cases in which a suspect told
investigators that the contact was consensual. Indeed, 21 percent of survey respondents cited
“investigators suspected the act was consensual” as a primary reason they chose not to submit certain
kits. Law enforcement and Commonwealth’s Attorneys say those cases are often not prosecuted because
it is difficult to prove lack of consent. Again, without plans to prosecute, many investigators do not
submit kits for analysis.
Surprisingly, 11 percent of survey respondents cited “investigators had no suspects” as a primary reason
for not submitting kits. In the 2007 NIJ survey, 44 percent of law enforcement agencies said having no
suspects was one of the reasons they did not submit kits for analysis. This and other reasons cited by law
enforcement and prosecutors for not submitting kits suggest that they may not fully understand the
potential value of forensic evidence in developing new leads in their investigations, or in matching
suspects to unsolved crimes. Rather, there appears to be a focus on testing evidence for the purposes of
supporting a case in court. On submitting consensual kits, one Commonwealth’s Attorney said, “I have
to try to help the forensic laboratory also and not send it. I don’t want to wait six months for one I need
because I’m submitting kits I don’t need (for prosecution).”
One special crimes investigator suggested that when CODIS came online in Kentucky in the mid-1990s,
there was not an emphasis to educate law enforcement in Kentucky about the goals and objectives of
CODIS or to encourage law enforcement to submit all kits and help populate the database. In Queens
County, part of New York City, on the other hand, an Assistant District Attorney from the Queens
County District Attorney’s office stated that when CODIS became available for forensic laboratories
there in 1999, old kits were immediately tested and a local ordinance was passed requiring all new kits
to be tested. As a result, a backlog of untested kits never developed.
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Prosecutors and law enforcement report not submitting kits for cases in which they decide to prosecute
but don’t need DNA evidence to get a conviction. Of the survey respondents, 18 percent said they did
not submit kits because “DNA evidence was not needed to convict.” Other evidence, such as eye
witnesses or video, may be sufficient to confirm a suspect’s identity and convince a jury that a crime
occurred. However, due to the “CSI effect” that law enforcement and forensic laboratory personnel
frequently cite, juries have come to expect DNA evidence in violent, personal crimes and may hesitate
to find a suspect guilty if the kits were not submitted and analyzed.
Similarly, for certain cases in which kits are not submitted, prosecutors may have negotiated a guilty
plea from a suspect. In those instances, the individual would have to submit a DNA sample under
Kentucky’s requirements that DNA samples be collected from convicted felons in violent crimes and be
maintained in a convicted felon database. That database is compared to the national database to match
convicted felons with evidence from unsolved crimes. However, KSP reports that there is a one-year
delay in getting all convicted felon DNA uploaded to the database. In addition, as stated in Observation
4, failing to test these kits miss potential opportunities to exonerate a wrongly-accused assailant or to
identify multiple attackers. Victims’ advocates also make a compelling argument that victims who
underwent a lengthy and unpleasant sexual assault examination deserve to have their kits tested and their
cases fully investigated.
Of the survey respondents, 41 percent selected “other” as the primary reason for not submitting sexual
assault kits for analysis. One respondent explained that testing the kits “would add no value to the
investigation, such as when the presence of biological evidence would not prove or disprove a crime
(only question is of consent).” Another stated that kits are not submitted if “it was determined through
investigation that the victim was untruthful.” Another agency said that kits are collected “as a
precautionary measure in case it is needed later on in the investigation.” Still another responded that kits
are not submitted if they are “unable to locate victim after the collection of kit - therefore unable to
prosecute without the victim.”
Disturbingly, 4 percent of respondents answered that the primary reason for not submitting kits is that a
“victim filed a complaint against spouse or former spouse.” This suggests that these agencies may not
take seriously allegations of sexual assault against a spouse or former spouse, or that they may not
understand that those kits could match kits submitted in unknown suspect sexual assault cases.
During interviews and stakeholder meetings, representatives of law enforcement agencies often
expressed confusion about determining which kits to submit and said they would welcome a requirement
that they just submit all kits. “What do I do with a kit if a victim doesn’t want to proceed?” one police
chief asked. No law enforcement agencies voiced opposition when asked if they would oppose a
mandate to submit all kits.
One sheriff who contacted the APA via email stated that, “I do not have a problem with making a law
that all sexual assault kits will be submitted to the Kentucky State Police Crime Lab regardless of
whether you have a sexual assault or not.” He also stated, “I have no problem submitting every case in
our evidence room, but by viewing them I do not believe we will have any successful
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prosecutions.” He also indicated that the reason for submitting kits is to provide evidence for court that a
crime was committed. As discussed previously, this ignores the potential to connect perpetrators to other
crimes.
The sheriff seemed to suggest a belief that victims often aren’t truthful, saying “you must be very careful
about the expense involved in performing unnecessary work at the cost of the tax payer.” Further, he
stated, “The seriousness of these crimes has caused innocent people to plea bargain to crimes they did
not commit.” That statement also ignores the ability of forensic analysis to potentially exonerate
innocent individuals who accept guilty pleas. He also suggested the effort to count untested kits was a
“show” to generate money for victims’ advocates.
These attitudes were not expressed to auditors by others in law enforcement, though it is likely that they
exist. Requiring law enforcement to submit all kits would take similar biases and attitudes out of the
process for determining which kits are submitted, although it would not guarantee that such biases and
attitudes don’t negatively affect other aspects of sexual assault investigations. Greater availability of
victim-centered, evidence-based training, which will be discussed in Observation 10, also is needed.
In places like Ohio and Detroit, a test-all-kits approach is demonstrating its value in identifying serial
rapists and connecting suspects who claimed sexual contact in one case was consensual to evidence
from kits in other sexual assaults. As noted in Observation 1, a Cuyahoga County Prosecutor’s Office
representative said their effort identified 230 serial rapists to date.
Testing unanalyzed kits in both Cuyahoga County and Detroit resulted in kits from non-stranger assaults
matching to other sexual assault kits, helping to put aside a common notion among law enforcement that
testing kits in known-suspect cases is without merit. In Cuyahoga County, 42 of the first 180 kits from
assaults in which the suspects claimed the contact was consensual matched to cases when the assailant
was a stranger. “A lot of our rapists who are on stranger rape cases would also do it to an acquaintance
or partner,” the representative said. In Detroit, kits from stranger and non-stranger assaults did not differ
significantly in their CODIS hit rates. As one Detroit stakeholder stated, “it changes things from a ‘hesaid, she-said’ case to a ‘he-said, she-said, she-said’ case … that takes away a lot of doubt in the minds
of the jury (to know) that this wasn’t a one-time thing or miscommunication or whatever the defense
tries to argue.”
A report commissioned by the Cuyahoga County Prosecutor’s Office identified the benefits of providing
additional resources to investigate and prosecute sexually motivated offenders. It referenced Bureau of
Justice Statistics (BJS) findings that demonstrate the damage and fear these offenders cause to
communities. Violent offenders tend to be prolific, repeat offenders and a significant percentage of
rapists start young, according to a BJS study of violent felons in large urban counties between 1990 and
2002. An estimated 53 percent of convicted rapists had been previously arrested, 10 percent had 10 or
more prior arrest charges and 40 percent had a felony arrest record. “It is evident that a small core of
violent offenders is responsible for a large percentage of the violent crime committed in our
communities, way out of proportion to their actual number,” the Cuyahoga County report stated.
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The Cuyahoga County Prosecutor’s Office went even further to demonstrate the real benefits of
aggressively analyzing untested sexual assault kits, calculating the tangible and intangible costs of the
crimes committed by rapists before, including, and after those sexual assaults. As of May 2015, 267
defendants cost the public $149 million, and six defendants alone cost the public more than $10 million
each. Of that $149 million, those defendants cost the public $78.5 million after rape kits went untested
and they committed additional crimes. One defendant alone cost the public $1.3 million in tangible costs
and $8.6 million in intangible costs from all the crimes he committed after a sexual assault in which the
sexual assault kit went untested. That man murdered a Cleveland police officer in 2000, 14 years after
he raped and kidnapped a woman and that sexual assault kit wasn’t tested.
The Cuyahoga County Prosecutor said in a February 2014 statement to the media:
(His) latest serial rape conviction provides all of us in the criminal justice system another
opportunity to recognize the vital importance of prompt DNA testing. Had the rape kits
been submitted and tested earlier, the police and the general public would have known
this serial rapist was on the loose in that immediate area years before he shot and killed (a
police officer). There would have been, at the very least, profiles and alerts to police and
potential black female victims living in that inner east side neighborhood of this predator,
his appearance, and his methods of attack.
The DNA Cold Case Task Force results have proven that there are many other active
serial rapists on the east side of Cleveland that no one realized existed. Police had the
reports of the rape victims, but no one realized that many were being committed by the
same serial rapists.
The lesson to us in the criminal justice system is that the sooner we complete the testing
of the thousands of rape kits that sat on the shelves of police property rooms for up to 20
years, the sooner we can identify and arrest the other active serial rapists in Cleveland
and thereby prevent other unnecessary rape victims or murdered police officers.
In other words, the longer we take to test these untested rape kits, the longer the serial
rapists remain on the streets and more women will be attacked…..or police killed.
In a broader sense, those associated with efforts to test all kits, also known as the forklift approach,
report that it eliminates inherent biases in law enforcement and has positively affected law enforcement
attitudes and responses to allegations of sexual assault. That, in turn, makes victims feel that they are
believed and that law enforcement takes their crimes seriously. In time, experts hope this will result in
more victims coming forward to report rape and sexual assaults. “Hunches are worthless on anyone’s
part,” said a representative from the Queens County (New York) District Attorney’s office. “These
should be data-driven decisions, not magic. DNA helps keep us very grounded.”
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Recommendations
We recommend the General Assembly enact a law to require law enforcement agencies to submit
sexual assault kits from all felony sexual offenses to the KSP forensic laboratory within 10 days
after the kit is first booked into evidence. The lab should be required to process or outsource the
evidence to a private laboratory for processing, as is recommended in Observation 2.
We recommend the Legislature require hospitals and other facilities that perform forensic
medical examinations and collect evidence for sexual assault evidence kits to notify law
enforcement within 24 hours after obtaining consent from the victim to release the kit to law
enforcement. Any sexual assault kit that is not released to a law enforcement agency due to the
victim’s desire not to report should be stored for a minimum of one year before it is destroyed,
and this process should be explained to the victim. After receiving notice from a hospital or other
facility, the law enforcement agency should be required to take possession of the kit within five
days. If they determine they do not have jurisdiction to investigate the sexual assault, they should
notify the law enforcement agency that has jurisdiction within five days, and that agency must
take possession within five days of receiving notice.
A multidisciplinary team that is already being assembled by KSP, which will include the
Commonwealth’s Attorney Association, Kentucky Association of Sexual Assault Programs
(KASAP), KSP, a Circuit Court judge and others, should consider working with the University
of Kentucky’s Center for Research on Violence Against Women to study the costs associated
with the crimes committed by individuals identified in the backlog effort and report to the
Legislature. This data would inform the Legislature of the economic impact of not appropriately
funding the laboratory so that it has the capacity to quickly test all sexual assault evidence kits.
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Observation 6: There Are Not Enough Sexual Assault Nurse Examiners Practicing In Kentucky,
Resulting In Troubling Experiences For Victims At Some Hospitals That May Negatively Impact
The Victims’ Willingness To Cooperate In An Investigation
The primary focus of this initiative was to count the number of untested sexual assault kits in Kentucky
and examine underlying reasons why kits are not being submitted and tested in a timely manner. To be
clear, auditors did not find that hospitals are part of the problem of kits not getting tested. During the
APA’s 14 stakeholder meetings across Kentucky, victims’ advocates and SANE nurses repeatedly raised
concerns about the lack of trained nurses to perform sexual assault examinations and the resulting care,
or lack of care, in hospitals that do not have SANE nurses. As is evident in the description of the
examination process in Appendix I, undergoing a sexual assault examination is time consuming,
unpleasant and can re-traumatize victims. If victims have the courage to go to a hospital to have a sexual
assault examination performed, they should be treated with compassion and respect and it be
acknowledged that the victim’s emotional and physical trauma is important to providers. Any challenges
they face at an emergency room can deter a victim from cooperating in an investigation or even going
through with the examination and collection of the kit, and thereby further jeopardize public safety.
As of October 2014, the Kentucky Board of Nursing (KBN) reported that 249 certified SANE nurses
held SANE credentials in Kentucky. Many of these nurses are not practicing. In addition, there are 112
emergency rooms in Kentucky, according to KHA. The APA surveyed hospitals and found that 61
percent of those responding do not have a SANE nurse on staff.
SANEs undergo 40 hours of didactic training in a classroom setting, and an additional 60 hours of field
and hands-on, training before they may apply to the KBN for their SANE credential. The training is
voluntary and hospitals are not required to have SANE nurses on staff. Hospitals do not get credit
toward any accreditations for having SANE nurses; therefore, there is little incentive for hospitals to pay
for the training or allow nurses time off to attend training to ensure they have SANEs on staff. Training
opportunities in Kentucky are limited, as are resources to support training. However, research has found
that having SANEs has many benefits to victims, hospitals, emergency room physicians, and non-SANE
nurses.
Auditors did not seek a formal count of hospitals that pay for nurses to receive the training but heard in
stakeholder meetings that some - usually the larger hospitals - do help subsidize the cost of training.
Smaller, rural hospitals are less likely to be able to afford to pay for the training or to allow nurses time
off to attend the training. One nurse stated that including lost wages, training and travel, becoming a
SANE nurse probably cost her approximately $1,500.
Although hospitals are not required by law to have SANEs, hospitals that provide emergency services
are required to perform sexual assault forensic examinations if a victim presents to that hospital,
according to KRS 216B.400. Hospitals without SANEs may inform victims of nearby hospitals that
have SANEs, but they cannot refuse to perform the exam or collect the kit.
The APA heard accounts of hospitals without SANEs refusing to perform a sexual assault examination
and telling victims they must travel to another hospital to have the exam and kit collected. One hospital
without a SANE told a victim she had to travel 45 minutes away to a hospital with a SANE nurse.
Another hospital tried to turn away a victim who had been waiting for six hours, and was preparing to
send the victim via ambulance to a hospital without a SANE nurse, until a victims’
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advocate arrived and informed the hospital of its legal requirements. A SANE coordinator told auditors
about a victim who sat in an emergency room for several hours who had nothing to eat or drink because
she feared it would compromise the evidence.
Advocates state that a victim who may have been reluctant to go to a hospital after an assault may not
follow through or report to a different hospital if he or she is turned away or is not treated in a
reasonable timeframe.
It is important to note that the physical collection of the ‘kit’ is only one element of the sexual assault
forensic exam. There are other aspects of the examination that may be equally critical to the care of the
victim, such as discussing the risk of pregnancy and sexually transmitted infections and the treatment
options available to the victim as well as follow up recommendations. A SANE that has been trained to
provide victim-centered and trauma-informed care, may lessen the re-traumatization that the victim may
experience and can ensure that the forensic exam meets the needs of each individual victim. The APA
heard a few cases of hospitals and emergency room physicians not following requirements, including a
doctor trying to insist a victim must have evidence collected for a kit in order to have other aspects of an
exam performed, such as sexually transmitted disease testing. The federal Violence Against Women Act
provides that states may not “require a victim of sexual assault to participate in the criminal justice
system or cooperate with law enforcement in order to be provided with a forensic medical exam,
reimbursed for charges on account of such an exam, or both.”
In addition, auditors heard that some isolated instances of hospitals not following the requirements that
the rape crisis center’s victims’ advocates be notified that a victim has presented to the hospital.
According to Kentucky Administration Regulation, 502 KAR 12:010, Section 2(1)(a), prior to
performing a forensic examination, the examination facility is required to contact the rape crisis center
to inform the on-call advocate that a patient has arrived at the health care facility for an examination.
Advocates state that lack of education, especially among emergency room physicians, many of whom
rotate among hospitals in a number of states, is to blame. Further, emergency room physicians and nonSANE emergency room nurses, particularly in small hospitals, may not want to perform the exams and
collect the kits. The process is time consuming and they feel that the exams take them away from other
patients for an extended period of time. They also fear they may have to testify in court. Additionally, a
perception may exist among some emergency room personnel that a sexual assault victim who did not
show other physical injuries may not be a priority compared to other traumas that present to emergency
rooms.
Other concerns were raised during stakeholder meetings, including doctors and nurses not believing
victims, particularly those with mental illnesses.
Not surprisingly, rural hospitals struggle the most in training SANEs given their small staff, high
turnover rates, and financial constraints that prohibit them from paying for nurses to become SANE
certified. Violence and abuse constitute nearly 40 percent of health care costs in this country, costing
about $750 billion annually, according to a 2009 study by the non-profit Academy on Violence &
Abuse. National studies have found that sexual assault victims are more likely to struggle with
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depression, suicide, Post Traumatic Stress Disorder and alcohol and drug abuse. Providing victims with
compassionate care and treatment after an assault could help reduce the prevalence of health problems
many survivors encounter. At least one of Kentucky’s Medicaid Managed Care Organization (MCO) has
begun paying for nurses to receive SANE training. MCOs were established in Kentucky to manage the
state’s Medicaid program with the goal of reducing health care costs by promoting wellness and
management of chronic illnesses. More support by the MCOs in Kentucky could help hospitals,
particularly those struggling in rural Kentucky, access more SANE nurses and provide better care to
sexual assault victims.
Recommendations
We recommend KHA implement a best practices standard of care at Kentucky hospitals that
provide emergency services, and require hospital and emergency room staff education regarding
the protocols for sexual assault kit examinations and the need for compassionate and respectful
treatment of victims. KHA should consider creating a webinar or other mechanism to educate
physicians, particularly contracted physicians. KHA should educate hospital chief executive
officers and physician organizations about their legal requirements.
We recommend training on state laws and regulations pertaining to sexual assault examinations
be standardized for hospital employees working in emergency rooms and that SANE education
be incorporated into credentialing requirements for Emergency Department physicians and
nursing staff.
We recommend the Legislature consider establishing a new designation for “SANE-ready”
hospitals, similar to the stroke-ready designation some hospitals receive. To receive the SANEready designation, hospitals would have to demonstrate they have access to SANE nurses.
Further, we recommend MCOs establish a fund to incentivize hospitals to seek the SANE-ready
designation, or at least to incentivize hospitals to pay for nurses to receive the SANE training.
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Observation 7: Most Law Enforcement Agencies Lack Clear, Written Policies For Handling
Sexual Assault Evidence Kits
The APA found that most agencies lack clear policies for handling sexual assault kits and
communicating with victims; however, most agencies expressed a desire for clearer policies and some
were unsure how to obtain model policies. At least a dozen agencies started the process of researching,
drafting and implementing policies for sexual assault investigations, including Kentucky’s two largest
city police departments. “We are revisiting everything,” one agency stated.
Of the survey respondents, more than 56 percent indicated they have no policies and procedures
identifying specific criteria for submitting sexual assault evidence kits to KSP for analysis.
Approximately 32 percent indicated they have informal policies and procedures and 12 percent have
written policies and procedures.
The APA also asked more specific questions related to policies and procedures for sexual assault kits.
Of the respondents, 65 percent indicated they have no policies and procedures that specify timelines
within which the agency should send sexual assault kits to the forensic laboratory. Approximately 28
percent have informal policies and procedures and seven percent responded they have written policies
and procedures for specifying timelines for submission to the forensic laboratory.
Law enforcement agencies were asked if they have established policies for notifying victims when a kit
is submitted, or if it is not submitted for analysis. Of the respondents, 85 percent do not have policies
and procedures for notifying victims if and when kits have been submitted to the forensic laboratory.
Approximately 14 percent have informal policies and one percent have written policies.
Most law enforcement agencies in Kentucky already have extensive policy manuals covering a range of
topics pertaining to officer conduct, procedures for investigating cases and handling evidence and more.
Most accrediting entities require agencies to adopt written policies and may provide model policies.
Written policies provide agencies with clear guidance to ensure practices are consistent and that
applicable laws and regulations are followed. A lack of clear, written policies for handling sexual assault
kits has resulted in varying practices across and within Kentucky’s police departments and sheriffs’
offices and broad confusion among patrol officers, detectives, commanders, police chiefs and sheriffs. It
creates different standards of justice for victims and may result in fewer sexual offenders being caught
and prosecuted.
Of the agencies with written policies, one example from a sheriff’s office explains:
The Sexual Assault Evidence Collection Kit should be administered as soon as possible
and submitted immediately to the forensic laboratory for forensic analysis. Chain of
evidence protocol should be followed, and the Sheriff or Chief Deputy must approve any
evidence that is not submitted immediately and placed in temporary storage. If the kit is
not submitted, the investigator must document and justify the reason why, and it must be
approved by the Sheriff or Chief Deputy.
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Sexual Assault Investigation Model Policy
While not related to sexual assault kits specifically, Wilmore Police Department, in Jessamine County,
Kentucky, provided the APA with the most comprehensive, victim-centered policy for investigating
sexual assault. See Appendix VIII.
The policy states, “Because of the seriousness of these offenses and the delicate nature of the
investigations involved, it is important for the department to undertake diligent investigations in order to
increase the reporting of these crimes. Reducing recidivism through the apprehension and prosecution of
the assailants is a department priority.”
The policy explains that “the crime of sexual assault is, at times, misunderstood. In order to deal
effectively with those who have survived a sexual assault and educate others about the crime, law
enforcement must understand that rape and other sexual assaults are not crimes of passion, but acts of
criminal aggression, most of them violent. The offender, not the victim, is responsible for the sexual
assault.”
The policy explains that victims may be calm and composed rather than “the stereotype of a hysterical
woman.” It goes on to give officers detailed guidelines for conducting the investigation, contacting
advocates, communicating with victims and more. The policy even instructs “the patrol officer to
arrange for transportation or transport the victim for a sexual assault examination, if appropriate (if the
assault occurred within the last 72 hours)” and states that officers may provide transportation back home
following the exam.
Through both law enforcement surveys and interviews, some of the agencies indicated they had formal
or informal policies that referred to general evidence guidelines but did not specify policies for handling
sexual assault kits. Some of the agencies indicated they leave the decision to submit the kit to the
discretion of the investigating officer, and they may or may not require a supervisor to sign off on the
decision if a kit isn’t submitted. One agency stated that it leaves it to the discretion of the evidence room
custodian to ensure kits are submitted to the forensic laboratory. Another responded that it “will hold
kits until a suspect has been identified and send suspect kits to forensic laboratory as soon as possible.”
Compounding problems associated with a lack of policies for submitting kits is that most respondents,
61 percent, indicated they do not require investigators to document reasons why certain kits are not
submitted for analysis. Given the widely-reported biases and attitudes some law enforcement have
regarding sexual assault cases, as well as varying levels of training to properly investigate sexual
assaults, documenting the reasons why kits are not submitted is necessary to ensure accountability and
consistency.
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Although having written policies does not ensure compliance, the general lack of policies for
determining whether kits are submitted has resulted in fewer kits being tested and widespread confusion
and frustration among law enforcement on how to make such decisions.
Auditors learned through the APA stakeholder meetings that one action that resulted in better
investigatory and prosecutorial decisions when dealing with sexual assaults was the formation of
regional Sexual Assault Response Teams (SARTs). In Elizabethtown, for example, police and sheriff’s
deputies, prosecutors, and advocates meet regularly to discuss cases. It was clear from the stakeholder
meeting in Elizabethtown that the team members have close relationships built on trust and mutual
respect. These types of teams may improve overall community response to sexual violence, increase the
accountability of each community partner, and ensure that victims are aware of the services available to
them. Law enforcement and prosecutors may be less likely to determine a report does not warrant
further investigation if they discuss the decision with other team members. Rape crisis centers may serve
well as the liaisons because they already serve a regional population.
Agencies that indicated they have informal or written policies that specify timelines for submitting kits
for analysis reported vague or widely varying timeframes, such as “promptly,” “when completed,”
“timely” and “immediately.” Others reported submitting kits within 48 or 72 hours, “next day,” “one to
two days after incident,” or when the evidence custodian makes “his/her next scheduled transport to the
forensic laboratory (approximately every 2-4 weeks).”
Auditors reviewed data provided by KSP to analyze the number of days that lapsed between the reported
incidents and delivery of sexual assault evidence to the forensic laboratory. Of the 4,815 evidence
submissions between 2008 and August 2015, 2,772, or 58 percent arrived at the forensic laboratory
within 45 days of the incident. Of those 2,772 cases, approximately 29 percent were delivered within
seven days of the incident. (See Chart 2).

Sexual Assault Evidence Submissions

Chart 2 - Timeliness of Sexual Assault Evidence Submissions Between 2008 and August 2015
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A SANE coordinator told auditors that it is a serious problem that some law enforcement agencies don’t
pick up kits from hospitals in a timely manner. “It is not fair to victims for (the hospital) to have to
harass law enforcement to get the kits … in some cases for three months. We call them to pick up the
kits weekly.” Auditors did not find wide-spread reports of law enforcement not picking up kits from
hospitals in a timely manner. In our survey of hospitals, seven percent of respondents indicated they had
sexual assault kits in which evidence had been collected and that victims consented to share with law
enforcement, but that law enforcement had not retrieved within a week of notification.
California’s newly-enacted sexual assault kit reform legislation requires law enforcement to submit
sexual assault evidence to the forensic laboratory within 20 days after it is booked into the agency’s
evidence room. Illinois, Michigan and Texas give law enforcement agencies 10, 14, and 30 days,
respectively, to submit sexual assault evidence for analysis.
The lack of clear policies specifying timelines within which kits should be submitted to the forensic
laboratory has resulted in long delays for certain kits to be put in the queue at the forensic laboratory,
and created further delays in getting test results. It also makes it difficult for the forensic laboratory to
prioritize evidence testing and to plan and manage resources based on historical submission trends.
The APA also asked law enforcement agencies if they have policies for notifying victims when a kit is
submitted to the forensic laboratory, or if it is not submitted for analysis. Of the survey respondents, 85
percent do not have policies and procedures for notifying victims, 14 percent have informal policies and
one percent have written policies. One agency responded that victims “know when (the kit) is taken, it
will be sent to the forensic laboratory.” Another stated that “victims advised by case officer that a sexual
assault kit will be sent to the forensic laboratory the date the kit is collected.” Another wrote that “case
investigator usually keeps in regular contact with the victim to give updates on the case, which includes
notification of testing and submission.”
Some of Kentucky’s larger agencies told auditors that they employ victims’ advocates to maintain
contact with victims of sexual assaults. In addition, all Commonwealth’s Attorneys have positions
within their agencies to serve as advocates to victims. National research has concluded that maintaining
good communications with victims can improve the likelihood that victims continue cooperating with
investigators. The APA did not conduct in-depth research to determine best practices for balancing
victims’ rights to stay informed with their right to privacy and to be left alone, if they desire. A national
expert on the neurobiology of sexual assault victims told the APA that multi-disciplinary teams should
help law enforcement carefully develop a victim-centered approach to maintaining communication with
victims. One victim asked, “how am I supposed to heal if I don’t know what is going on?” Another
victim told the APA that the detective assigned to her case was compassionate and called her often to
give updates and check on her. The victim said that frequent contact kept her engaged when she had
doubts about continuing to participate in the prosecution of her rapist.
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Observation 7: (Continued)
California’s new sexual assault reform law gives victims the right to request from law enforcement the
status of the testing of evidence, and law enforcement can respond with oral or written communication.
It also lists the following rights of sexual assault victims, subject to sufficient resources to respond to
these requests: the right to be informed whether or not a DNA profile of the assailant was obtained; the
right to be informed whether or not the DNA profile of the assailant has been entered into a database;
and the right to be informed whether or not there is a match between the DNA profile and the database.
All of this information can be provided to a designated victim advocate, if the victim so chooses.
Michigan’s Sexual Assault Victim’s Access to Justice Act requires, among other things, law
enforcement to give victims notice of the right to request the following information if its forensic
laboratory and its disclosure would not impede or compromise the investigation; when the sexual assault
evidence kit was submitted to the forensic laboratory; whether a DNA profile of a suspect was obtained
from the processing of evidence; whether a DNA profile of a suspect has been entered into any data
bank designed or intended to be used for the retention or comparison of case evidence; and whether
there is a match between the DNA profile of a suspect obtained in the sexual assault case to any DNA
profile contained in any such data bank. If a sexual assault victim is provided with information about
forensic testing results, he or she must be provided with a copy of, or access to, an informational
handout for sexual assault victims that explains the meaning of possible forensic testing results.
Recommendations
We recommend the Legislature require all Kentucky law enforcement agencies to adopt policies
related to handling sexual assault kits and investigating sexual assaults with a victim-centered,
evidence-based approach. The multidisciplinary team should review model policies and compile
and disseminate those it deems appropriate for Kentucky police departments and sheriffs’ offices
to adopt. The team also should create and execute an implementation plan for the new policies.
We recommend the Legislature establish regional SARTs to investigate sexual assault of adults,
similar to the multidisciplinary teams that investigate child sexual abuse per KRS 620.040. These
teams would ensure that victims are aware of the services available to them, improve overall
community response to sexual violence and increase the accountability of each community
partner.
The Legislature should amend Kentucky’s Victim’s Bill of Rights to give the victim, guardian of
a victim, or surviving family member of a deceased victim, upon request, the following rights:



To be provided with a free copy of the initial incident report; and
To be informed regarding the status of any analysis being performed on any evidence that
was collected during the investigation of the offense including:
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Observation 7: (Continued)
Recommendations (Continued)
o The date a request is submitted to a forensic laboratory to process and analyze any
evidence that was collected during the investigation of the offense;
o Whether a DNA profile of the assailant was obtained from that analysis and the
date of completion of this analysis; and
o The results of the comparison to the DNA profile to the DNA database.
The Legislature also should give victims the right to be informed by law enforcement if the
agency elects not to analyze DNA evidence within time frames established by law or if the
sexual assault kit or other crime scene evidence from an unsolved sexual assault case will be
destroyed or disposed of. Notice should be provided 60 days prior to such destruction or disposal
and should include information about how to challenge the decision. If a sexual assault victim
has requested notice, the investigating law enforcement agency should provide timely notice to a
victim of any final decision not to seek criminal prosecution of a person accused of committing a
sexual assault against the victim.
The multidisciplinary team assembled by KSP should develop recommendations for
communicating with victims in cases analyzed as part of the initiative to clear the backlog.
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Observation 8: Policies For Destroying Untested And Tested Sexual Assault Kits Are Varied And
The Statute Is Vague, And As A Result, Some Kits May Have Been Inappropriately Destroyed
KRS 524.140 (See Appendix IX) sets forth the requirements for disposal of evidence that may be
subject to DNA testing to confirm the guilt or innocence of a criminal defendant already charged with a
crime. According to KRS 524.140(2):
No item of evidence gathered by law enforcement, prosecutorial, or defense authorities
that may be subject to deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) evidence testing and analysis in
order to confirm the guilt or innocence of a criminal defendant shall be disposed of prior
to trial of a criminal defendant unless:
(a) The prosecution has determined that the defendant will not be tried for the criminal
offense;
(b) The prosecution has made a motion before the court in which the case would have
been tried to destroy the evidence; and
(c) The court has, following an adversarial proceeding in which the prosecution and the
defendant were heard, authorized the destruction of the evidence by court order.
Based on interviews with law enforcement and forensic laboratory personnel, the section that states, “the
prosecution has determined that the defendant will not be tried for the criminal offense,” is vague and
may have led law enforcement to inappropriately destroy certain kits. One large police department told
auditors that it destroys tested and untested kits after one year in cases closed due to the victim not
cooperating in an investigation or prosecution. The agency may be destroying some of those kits without
first consulting with the Commonwealth’s Attorney or other prosecutorial authority, to determine
whether the agency’s destruction of kits would be in violation of KRS 524.140(2).
The APA was unable to determine how many sexual assault kits may have been improperly destroyed
by law enforcement. Law enforcement reported discarding 53 kits received in 2014 due to various
reasons, including the individual recanting. The APA did not attempt to verify the specific number due
to uncertainty that law enforcement could ensure more were not destroyed, and because the lack of
clarity in the statute would prevent the APA from attempting to determine possible violations of the law.
Some law enforcement and prosecutors interviewed stated that they rarely, if ever, destroy sexual assault
kits, even those from cases in which the victim has recanted. Many interviewed suggest they keep all
kits unless they have a court order stating that the case has been fully adjudicated, as KRS 542.140(2)
requires. At APA stakeholder meetings, some in law enforcement expressed confusion about what to do
with certain kits, particularly those in recanted cases, and asked for clarification. One police chief asked,
“what do I do with a kit if the victim doesn’t want to proceed?” Another investigator sought guidance on
when to destroy certain kits and raised concerns about lacking adequate storage for evidence.
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The forensic laboratory director pointed to another concern associated with evidence disposal. The
director said the forensic laboratory is concerned that some agencies may be destroying tested kits that
did not hit to the databases upon testing, but may hit at a later date. According to the forensic laboratory
director:
The problem we are having with kits being destroyed is when there isn’t a suspect and
they submit the kit, we work the evidence and upload a DNA profile into CODIS, 5 years
later there is a hit. When we go back to the agency and tell them that they have a hit, we
find out that they have already destroyed the evidence. That is the no-no. There is a
statute that says if you are going to prosecute someone that you can’t destroy the
evidence.
This demonstrates the confusion surrounding the interpretation of KRS 524.140. The statute prohibits
agencies from destroying or disposing of evidence, that may be subject to DNA testing prior to trial
unless all three of these elements have occurred: (a) the prosecution has determined the defendant will
not be tried, (b) the prosecution has asked the court, by motion filed with the court, that the evidence be
destroyed, and (c) the court has, after an adversarial hearing with the prosecution and the defendant,
entered a court order authorizing the evidence’s destruction. The problem is that these actions could be
occurring prematurely if new evidence comes to light in the future, or, as the forensic laboratory director
pointed out, if the DNA profile hits to the database at a later time.
One possible point of confusion is that law enforcement may assume that as long as they have the
forensic laboratory analysis report they do not need the actual kit for court. The forensic laboratory
director said they also may not realize the forensic laboratory is behind in uploading convicted felon
samples into the database. That means law enforcement may destroy kits that could eventually match to
a convicted felon.
The forensic laboratory has attempted to instruct law enforcement not to destroy evidence. An October
2014 newsletter stated, “we have just one word for you on the destruction of DNA evidence - DON’T.
The destruction of DNA evidence is a Class D felony.”
During the APA stakeholder meetings, a victim contacted the APA and wanted assistance finding out
what happened to a sexual assault kit collected from her after an assault by an unknown suspect in the
early 1980s. The victim stated that at the time of the assault she did not know the assailant but now
believes she knows who the assailant was and that testing her kit could provide confirmation. The APA
learned that the victim’s kit was destroyed two years after the assault.
Kentucky has no requirements for notifying victims if law enforcement intends to destroy evidence.
California and Michigan require law enforcement to notify sexual assault victims in writing if they
intend to destroy or dispose of evidence from an unsolved sexual assault case at least 60 days prior to
destruction or disposal.
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Observation 8: (Continued)
Recommendations
We recommend the Legislature clarify the law with respect to the retention and destruction or
disposal of sexual assault kits to prohibit the destruction or disposal of such kits unless
authorized by law. The legislation should also prohibit the destruction of all other forensic
evidence if a DNA profile is generated and could match to the databases at a future date.
The Legislature also should require law enforcement to notify sexual assault victims in writing if
it intends to destroy or dispose of evidence, as outlined in Observation 8.
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Observation 9: Most Law Enforcement Agencies Lack Specific Policies For Logging, Tracking,
And Storing Sexual Assault Kits, Resulting In Varying Processes Across Kentucky
Of the survey respondents, most law enforcement agencies (60 percent) have informal or written
policies for logging, tracking, and storing sexual assault kits. Forty percent of the respondents do not
have any policies and procedures for logging, tracking and storing kits. After conducting follow-up
interviews and requesting copies of written policies, the APA found that most of the policies did not
specifically reference sexual assault kits but instead cover general procedures for logging, tracking and
storing evidence.
The APA visited law enforcement agencies and found that practices and procedures for logging,
tracking and storing kits vary greatly. Generally, many small agencies use paper logs or basic
spreadsheets to track evidence. Medium and large agencies tend to use tracking software and may utilize
barcode scanners. While small agencies expressed a desire to have more sophisticated tracking
technology, it doesn’t appear that the lack of such tools prevents agencies from being able to track
evidence. A 2007 NIJ survey found that 43 percent of the nation’s law enforcement agencies do not have
a computerized system for tracking forensic evidence.
Auditors did note that one large police department does not appear to utilize a barcode tracking software
program as efficiently as another large police department that has the same software program. One
agency has established a code to categorize all sexual assault kits so that the evidence custodian can
search by that code and easily identify and locate all the sexual assault kits in the property room. The
other agency, however, does not utilize a consistent code but instead allows investigators to categorize
the kits using any description, such as rape kit, sexual assault kit, SAK, SAFE kit and SAEK. This
prevented the evidence custodian from being able to easily search for all the kits in the possession of the
department. The evidence custodian demonstrated to auditors by typing in the word “kit” and having to
exclude evidence not related to sexual assault kits that contained those letters, such as kitchen knives
and Makita tools. The evidence custodian reported that she hand-counted all the kits in the evidence
room to ensure she gleaned an accurate count.
The Wayne County (Detroit) prosecutor teamed up with a national logistics company to develop a
system to bring better tracking and accountability across the chain of custody for sexual assault kits. The
tracking system is being piloted there to determine whether kits can be tracked with barcodes and
barcode scanners as they move from the sexual assault forensic examiners to police departments to the
forensic laboratory and back to the police department after analysis. The system captures the time and
date when there is a change in custody and sends alerts to appropriate stakeholders if a kit was not
advanced to the next step within the required time frame. For example, the police department has 90
days to deliver a kit to the forensic laboratory, so if that does not happen, an email alert is sent to the
appropriate parties. Other solutions are currently being developed for cities and states to better track
sexual assault kits.
Practices for storing sexual assault kits, and evidence in general, also varied greatly among agencies
auditors visited. One large law enforcement agency had what could potentially be a model for setting up
and managing property evidence rooms. Like most agencies, it stores guns, drugs, and cash in separate,
more secure areas.
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In addition, the agency has separate storage areas for computers, hard drives, and other electronics for
which data could potentially be compromised if the evidence came into contact with magnets. It stores
all sexual assault kits, tested and untested, together on shelves. One noticeable difference between this
and other evidence rooms was the use of specific boxes and envelopes to provide uniform treatment of
evidence of the same size. The custodian states that this technique minimizes the risk that small items
get lost in the shuffle because of the packaging.
This agency does not put sexual assault kits in any packaging, making it easier for custodians to be able
to identify kits, which are already in uniform boxes. This is different from other agencies that package
kits in envelopes, sometimes with samples obtained from suspects. One agency in particular
demonstrated to auditors that in counting sexual assault kits it had to open envelopes to determine
whether victim kits were inside the envelope. Further, the agency stores tested and untested kits
together, so it was difficult to readily identify and count only untested kits inside packaging without
opening the envelopes. This agency reported that it is revisiting its policies on labeling and storing kits.
The agency also recently established a separate room to store sexual assault evidence.
Kentucky State Police
Sexual Assault Evidence Collection Kit
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Another agency showed auditors its method for storing evidence, which entails using bankers’ boxes to
store evidence by the month the crime occurred. For example, all evidence from crimes committed in
January 2000 is stored with evidence from crimes committed in January 2014. Biological evidence is
stored by month next to the general evidence boxes. This method made it difficult for evidence
custodians to identify untested sexual assault kits for this initiative, requiring them to go through all the
boxes of biological evidence.
Recommendations
Given the varying systems used by law enforcement to log and track evidence and the varying
resources available to agencies to upgrade tracking systems, it would not be practical for
agencies to adopt identical policies and practices for logging, tracking, and storing kits. Rather,
we recommend agencies review their practices and implement policies related to logging,
tracking and storing sexual assault kits, similar to existing policies that outline procedures for
handling guns, drugs and cash. These policies should ensure kits are stored in cool, dry places
and, if space permits, kits should be stored together and not placed inside envelopes or boxes or
packaged with other evidence. These policies also should set forth procedures for specifically
categorizing sexual assault kits in the various tracking systems. These procedures could help
agencies account for kits more readily in the future.
We recommend the creation of a statewide action team to include various stakeholders such as
law enforcement, prosecutors, SANEs, forensic lab employees, and victim advocates to study the
feasibility of a statewide barcode tracking system for sexual assault evidence kits. Such a system
would allow policymakers and stakeholders the ability to not only determine the number of
sexual assault evidence kits in the hands of law enforcement, but also to monitor and enforce
recommended timeframes for kits to move from hospitals to law enforcement, law enforcement
to the forensic laboratory and for the analysis to be completed. The action team should
recommend sources of public and private funding to implement such a system and recommend
any changes to statute or policy that may be needed.
We further recommend the creation of a rape reporting form similar to the form (JC-3 form)
currently used for documenting domestic violence/child abuse cases. This form shall be
completed any time a victim alleges a sexual crime. This will allow for collection of data on the
number of rapes reported to law enforcement, and will establish a way to document reports of
rape and track the number of sexual assault evidence kits collected annually. The form should
include a tear-off section at the bottom that includes notification to victims of their right to seek a
sexual assault protective order (under newly created law, codified in KRS Chapter 456) and the
rape crisis hotline at 1-800-656-HOPE.
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Observation 10: Law Enforcement Training Is Wide-Ranging, Resulting In Some Officers Being
Better Equipped Than Others To Process Sexual Assault Kits
In Kentucky, all peace officers except sheriffs must undergo basic training at a school certified or
recognized by the Kentucky Law Enforcement Council (KLEC), which is an independent administrative
body of state government. The Department of Criminal Justice Training (DOCJT) trains all peace
officers except those employed by KSP, LMPD, and Lexington Police Department. Those three entities
have their own academies that are approved by KLEC. KLEC prescribes standards for the training
academies and certifies peace officers who meet training requirements.
To be certified by DOCJT, recruits must complete 888 hours of basic training, plus 40 hours continuing
education annually. Certain deputies and sheriffs are exempt. The KSP Academy is a 23-week program.
The Louisville Academy provides more than 1,000 hours of instruction over a 24-week training period.
The Lexington Academy is approximately 33 weeks.
The DOCJT Academy includes two hours for officers to demonstrate knowledge of the penal code for
sexual offenses, to determine whether an offender has committed as sexual offense, as well as two hours
for demonstrating an ability to initially respond to and investigate sexual assault calls; identifying
dynamics and different motivational factors for sexual assault; identifying potential effects of sexual
assault on victims; and identifying community services and available resources for sexual assault
victims.
The KSP Academy includes a two-hour evidence collection block of time during which cadets learn to
identify contents of a sexual assault kit, identify the directions and other paperwork contained in a kit
and identify the procedures pertaining to sexual assault kits as set forth in the KSP Evidence Collection
Handbook. During a one-hour rape crisis center block of time, cadets learn to identify the importance
and purpose of the kit, identify the value of sexual assault evidence and identify medical personnel
involved in the collection of evidence for the sexual assault kit. Cadets also receives forensic laboratory
training that covers types of biological analyses offered, offense types accepted, evidence collection,
packaging and submission, rape kit components, an overview of CODIS, case acceptance policies, case
examples and more.
Louisville’s Academy includes a four-hour block on responding to a sexual assault, taught by a member
of the LMPD Sex Crimes Unit.
Lexington’s Academy includes a 30-hour block of classes related to sexual assault and crimes against
children that are related to and support each other. The block includes three hours of adult sexual assault
investigations, three hours of case preparation and court testimony, six hours of crimes against children
instruction and eight hours of search and seizure.
DOCJT, in collaboration with KASAP, offers a 40-hour sexual assault response team (SART) training in
conjunction with the SANE course. According to DOCJT, “the learning outcomes for this course will be
for the student to identify the roles of the sexual assault nurse examiner, the advocate and law
enforcement officer as members of the sexual assault response team, as well as, the need for a
multidisciplinary response to sexual abuse crimes, the types of sexual assaults and the types of
offenders. The course will also identify different interviewing techniques, the process of evidence
collection and documentation of injuries and Kentucky laws as they relate to sex crimes.”
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The course is available to investigators as well as any other officers who wish to take the course for
continuing education requirements. It is a partnership between KASAP and KSP to train SANE nurses
and law enforcement. The class is only offered three times a year and DOCJT only allows 15 officers to
sign up for each class.
Louisville Metro detectives receive specialized sexual assault investigations training from the Southern
Police Institute (SPI) at the University of Louisville or DOCJT’s sexual assault training, whichever
course is more readily available. According to SPI, such topics for its sex crimes investigations course
include: myths and stereotyping of sexual assault cases; legal and ethical aspects of sexual assault
investigations; rape trauma syndrome and emotional first aid; initial response; physical evidence;
interviewing; and false allegations of rape. LMPD Sex Crimes Unit detectives are expected to attend the
nearest 40-hour sex crimes course available.
During interviews and stakeholder meetings, law enforcement expressed a need for more sexual assault
response training, particularly for patrol officers who may be a victim’s first point of contact with law
enforcement. Officers are not permitted to repeat a continuing education course within three years of
completion, but law enforcement reported to the APA that there is not enough incentive to ever take a
sexual assault investigations course, such as the SART training offered by DOCJT and KASAP. Due to
the uncomfortable nature of the topic and alternative courses that are more appealing, many do not.
A detective who formerly worked at a rape crisis center stated that the training of frontline officers is an
area that needs improvement. The detective stated that the initial response and collection of evidence by
frontline officers is crucial and that more training, particularly on how to communicate with victims,
would make them more comfortable in those situations. These opinions were expressed by others in law
enforcement as well.
Nationally, work is underway to improve the sexual assault training to law enforcement by applying
scientific knowledge regarding the ways victims respond after being traumatized. The International
Association of Chiefs of Police, for example, is utilizing a federal Violence Against Women grant to
develop “Trauma Informed Sexual Assault Investigation” training to “better equip law enforcement to
understand the complexities of sexual assault through training centered on the neurobiological impact of
trauma, the influence of societal myths and stereotypes, understanding perpetrator behavior, and
conducting effective investigations.” Law enforcement may expect victims to react a certain way after
an assault and may not believe the victim if his or her reaction does not fit the stereotype of a hysterical
victim. The training seeks to teach law enforcement to “employ strategies that postpone judgment
regarding the validity of a case until a thorough investigation is completed.”
Auditors also heard from evidence custodians, many of whom are civilian employees and therefore do
not undergo basic training. They reported a lack of training opportunities in Kentucky for managing
evidence rooms. DOCJT does not offer any such training. The lack of training in Kentucky likely
explains the variations in how agencies manage evidence rooms as described in Observation 9.
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NIJ recommends training police on the benefits and use of forensic evidence, including protocols for
sending cases to the forensic laboratory. The KSP forensic laboratory has resumed conducting such
trainings for Louisville and Lexington police departments. The forensic laboratory training is provided
to KSP cadets during the academy. The KSP forensic laboratory director stated that the forensic
laboratory has offered to conduct a similar training for DOCJT’s academies, but DOCJT has declined.
DOCJT’s training with KASAP covers some of the basics of laboratory analysis, but officers may be
better served by directly receiving the training from the laboratory biologists. The forensic laboratory
director stated that starting in October 2015 the forensic laboratory will offer free training to law
enforcement, prosecutors and the Department of Public Advocacy. If successful, the training will be
repeated at least quarterly. She stated that such trainings were held around the state prior to the backlog
of untested forensic evidence developing a few years ago. The training had to be suspended because it
required biologists to be away from the forensic laboratory to conduct the training.
Recommendations
We recommend KLEC review all sexual assault investigation trainings provided at the
academies in Kentucky and determine whether the training is victim-centered, evidence-based,
and trauma-informed. Victims should not feel like they have to convince law enforcement that
they are telling the truth, but should feel supported and treated with compassion for the trauma
they have gone through. In addition to the trauma of the actual crime, the victim’s body was the
location of the crime scene and, was examined to collect evidence.
KLEC should require all of Kentucky’s approved law enforcement academies to make
improvements to their sexual assault investigation training courses as it deems appropriate after
reviewing the courses and model courses available nationally. KLEC should ensure frontline
officers receive sexual assault training.
We recommend the Legislature incentivize law enforcement agencies to have specialized sexual
assault investigators on staff. Law enforcement officers are eligible to receive compensation for
completing their continuing education annually from an established fund. Monies left in this fund
could be used to establish incentives for more sexual assault investigators. We recommend
DOCJT expand the SART training to be available to more officers, especially detectives.
We also recommend DOCJT work to establish a training course for evidence custodians to
understand best practices for managing evidence property rooms and learn about techniques for
efficient logging and tracking of evidence.
We recommend DOCJT work with KSP to establish forensic laboratory training so that law
enforcement officers understand proper procedures for the collection, packaging, and submission
of biological evidence and understand CODIS. We recommend law enforcement take advantage
of expanded, free training opportunities that the forensic laboratory is beginning to provide.
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Appendix I - Sexual Assault Evidence Collection Kit Instructions
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Appendix I - Sexual Assault Evidence Collection Kit Instructions (Continued)

Source: KSP Sexual Assault Evidence Collection Kit
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Appendix II - Combined DNA Index System
I.

CODIS: history, standards, etc.
A. The DNA Identification Act of 1994 (42 U.S.C. §14132) authorized the establishment of a
National DNA Index (NDIS). The DNA Act specifies the categories of data that may be
maintained in NDIS (convicted offenders, arrestees, legal, detainees, forensic, unidentified
human remains, missing persons and relatives of missing persons), as well as requirements
for participating laboratories relating to quality assurance, privacy, and expungement.
B. The DNA Identification Act requires the following:
1. laboratories participating in the National DNA Index comply with the Quality Assurance
Standards issued by the FBI Director;
2. laboratories submitting the DNA records are accredited by a nonprofit professional
association of persons actively engaged in forensic science that is nationally recognized
within the forensic science community;
3. laboratories submitting the DNA record undergoes an external audit every two years to
demonstrate compliance with the Quality Assurance Standards;
4. laboratory is a federal, state, or local criminal justice agency; and
5. access to the DNA samples and records is limited in accordance with federal law.
C. The DNA Identification Act, §14132(b)(3), allows disclosure of stored DNA samples and
DNA analyses only:
1. to criminal justice agencies for law enforcement identification purposes;
2. in judicial proceedings, if otherwise admissible ;
3. for criminal defense purposes, to a defendant, who shall have access to samples and
analyses performed in connection with the case in which such defendant is charged; or
4. if personally identifiable information is removed, for a population statistics database, for
identification research and protocol development purposes, or for quality control
purposes.
D. States seeking to participate in the NDIS sign a Memorandum of Understanding with the FBI
laboratory documenting their agreement to abide by the DNA Identification Act requirements
as well as record-keeping and other operational procedures governing the uploading of DNA
data, expungements, CODIS users, audits, etc.
E. NDIS was implemented in October 1998.
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F. Requirements for the DNA data submitted to NDIS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Must be generated in accordance with the FBI Director’s Quality Assurance Standards;
Must be generated by a laboratory that is accredited by an approved accrediting agency;
Must be generated by a laboratory that undergoes an external audit every two years;
Must be one of the categories of data acceptable at NDIS, such as convicted offender,
arrestee, detainee, legal, forensic, unidentified human remains, missing person or a
relative of missing person;
5. Must meet minimum CODIS Core Loci requirements for the specimen category;
6. Must be generated using Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) accepted kits; and
7. Participating laboratories must have and follow expungement procedures in accordance
with federal law.
Source: All information compiled from http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/forensic laboratory/biometricanalysis/codis/codis-and-ndis-fact-sheet.
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Appendix III - Agencies That Refer To Other Law Enforcement Agencies
To Investigate Sexual Assaults
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Law Enforcement Agency
Adair County Sheriff
Bardwell Police Department
Benham Police Department
Bloomfield Police Department
Bourbon County Sheriff
Bracken County Sheriff
Brandenburg Police Department
Breathitt County Sheriff
Brooksville Police Department
Butler Police Department
Caldwell County Sheriff
Campbellsburg Police Department
Clark County Schools Police Department
Clarkson Police Department
Clinton County Schools Police Department
Clinton County Sheriff
Clinton Police Department
Commercial Vehicle Enforcement
Dawson Springs Police Department
Eddyville Police Department
Edmonson County Sheriff
Elkton Police Department
Elliott County Sheriff
Fayette County Sheriff
Fountain Run Police Department
Graymoor/Devondale Police Department
Hartford Police Department
Hindman Police Department
Hollow Creek Police Department
Horse Cave Police Department
Hurstbourne Acres Police Department
Hustonville Police Department
Irvington Police Department
Jackson County Sheriff
Jamestown Police Department
Jefferson County Schools Police Department
Jefferson County Sheriff
Knott County Sheriff
Lawrence County Sheriff
Lee County Sheriff
Leslie County Sheriff
Lincoln County Sheriff
Loyall Police Department
Lynch Police Department
Lynnview Police Department
Lyon County Sheriff
Magoffin County Sheriff
Martin County Sheriff
McCracken County Public Schools Police Department

Refers To:
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Sheriff's Office
Unreported
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Unreported
Kentucky State Police
Winchester Police Department or Sheriff's Office
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Lexington Police Department
Kentucky State Police
Louisville Metro Police Department
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police or Sheriff's Office
Unreported
Kentucky State Police
Louisville Metro Police Department
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Louisville Metro Police Department
Louisville Metro Police Department
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Louisville Metro Police Department
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Sheriff's Office
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Appendix III - Agencies That Refer To Other Law Enforcement Agencies To Investigate Sexual
Assaults (Continued)
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

Law Enforcement Agency
McCreary County Sheriff
Meade County Sheriff
Meadow Vale Police Department
Menifee County Sheriff
Monroe County Sheriff
Montgomery County School District Police
Morgan County Sheriff
Nicholas County Sheriff
Northfield Police Department
Ohio County Board of Education
Oldham County Sheriff
Olive Hill Police Department
Owen County Sheriff
Owsley County Sheriff
Paducah Public Schools Police Department
Perry County Sheriff
Pewee Valley Police Department
Pioneer Village Police Department
Powell County Sheriff
Prospect Police Department
Ravenna Police Department
Robertson County Sheriff
Rockcastle County Sheriff
Salyersville Police Department
Sebree Police Department
Simpsonville Police Department
Strathmoor Village Police Department
Tompkinsville Police Department
Trimble County Sheriff
Warsaw Police Department
Warsaw Police Department
Washington County Sheriff
Wayland Police Department
West Buechel Police Department
Wheelwright Police Department
Whitley County Police Department

86
87
88
89
90
91
92

Whitley County Sheriff
Williamstown Police Department
Wingo Police Department
Wolfe County Sheriff
Woodburn Police Department
Woodlawn Park Police Department
Wurtland Police Department

Source: Law Enforcement Surveys

Refers To:
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Louisville Metro Police Department
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Louisville Metro Police Department
Sheriff's Office
Oldham County Police Department
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Paducah Police Department or Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Unreported
Bullitt County Sheriff's Office
Kentucky State Police
Louisville Metro Police Department
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police or Sheriff's office
Louisville Metro Police Department
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Louisville Metro Police Department
Kentucky State Police
Corbin Police Department, Williamsburg Police
Department or Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Kentucky State Police
Sheriff's Office or Kentucky State Police
Louisville Metro Police Department
Raceland Police Department
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Appendix IV - Sexual Assault Evidence Kit Survey - Law Enforcement Agencies
Law Enforcement Agency Name _________________________________
Date of Response ______________________________
1. Does your agency have policies and procedures that list specific criteria for submitting sexual assault
evidence kits to the Kentucky State Police Forensic Laboratory for testing?
o Yes, Written (If so, please provide)
o Yes, Informal (If so, please explain)
o No
2. Does your agency have policies and procedures that specify timelines within which your agency
should send sexual assault evidence kits to the Kentucky State Police Forensic Laboratory for
testing?
o Yes, Written (If so, please provide)
o Yes, Informal (If so, please explain)
o No
3. Does your agency have policies and procedures for notifying victims when a sexual assault evidence
kit is submitted to the Kentucky State Police Forensic Laboratory, and if it is not submitted to the
Kentucky State Police Forensic Laboratory?
o Yes, Written (If so, please provide)
o Yes, Informal (If so, please explain)
o No
4. Does your agency have policies and procedures for logging, tracking and storing sexual assault
evidence kits?
o Yes, Written (If so, please provide)
o Yes, Informal (If so, please explain)
o No
5. Does your agency use any other crime labs besides the Kentucky State Police Forensic Laboratory to
analyze evidence in sexual assault evidence kits?
o Yes (If so, please specify)
o No
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Appendix IV - Sexual Assault Evidence Kit Survey - Law Enforcement Agencies (Continued)
6. Does your agency request a lab analysis of all sexual assault evidence kits it receives?
o Yes
o No
7. If the answer to Question 6 was no, please answer the following: What are the primary reasons your
agency does not request a crime lab test of each sexual assault evidence kit it receives? Check all
that apply.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Victim declined to file a complaint
Victim informed police the crime did not occur
DNA evidence was not needed to convict
Investigator had no suspects
Investigator suspected the act was consensual
Victim filed complaint against spouse or former spouse
Prosecutor advised it was not necessary
Delivering to the KSP lab is cost prohibitive or creates logistical issues
Other (please explain)

8. Does your agency require investigators to document reasons why certain sexual assault evidence kits
are not submitted to the Kentucky State Police Forensic Laboratory?
o Yes (If so, please explain)
o No
9. How many sexual assault evidence kits does your agency currently possess in total?

10. Of the total number reported in Question 9, how many sexual assault evidence kits are likely to be
submitted to the Kentucky State Police Forensic Laboratory?

11. How many sexual assault evidence kits does your agency have in its possession that were received in
the last 12 months (5/1/2014 through 5/1/2015)?

12. How many sexual assault evidence kits does your agency have in its possession that were received
more than 12 months ago (Prior to 5/1/2014)?

13. How many sexual assault evidence kits does your agency have in its possession that were received
prior to the year 2000?
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Appendix IV - Sexual Assault Evidence Kit Survey - Law Enforcement Agencies (Continued)
14. How many sexual assault evidence kits did your agency receive in total from hospitals, rape crisis
centers or other related facilities during calendar year 2014?

15. Of the sexual assault evidence kits received in Question 14, how many of those sexual assault
evidence kits did your agency submit to the Kentucky State Police Forensic Laboratory for analysis?

16. Of the sexual assault evidence kits received in Question 14, how many of those sexual assault
evidence kits did your agency discard due to recant by the victim or any other reason?

17. How many sexual assault evidence kits has your agency submitted to the Kentucky State Police
Forensic Laboratory since January 1, 2015?

18. Of all the sexual assault evidence kits that your agency has submitted to the Kentucky State Police
Forensic Laboratory for analysis, for how many are investigators currently awaiting results?
19. In your estimation, approximately how long does it take to receive results from an analysis at the
Kentucky State Police Forensic Laboratory?
o
o
o
o
o
o

0-4 weeks
1-2 months
3-5 months
6-9 months
10-12 months
12+ months

If you have additional information or comments, please provide them below:

________________________________________
Law Enforcement Agency Representative Name and Title

_____________________________________

____________

Law Enforcement Agency Representative Signature

Date
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Appendix V - Sexual Assault Evidence Kit Survey - Hospitals
1. Do you have a Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner (SANE) on staff?

2. Do you have sexual assault evidence kits - in which evidence has been collected and that victims
have consented to share with law enforcement - but that law enforcement has not retrieved from the
hospital within a week of notifying the agency?

3. How many sexual assault evidence kits do you have that have not been retrieved by law enforcement
within a week of notifying the agency?

4. How long has the hospital been waiting for those kits to be retrieved by law enforcement (please
estimate the time the oldest kit has been awaiting retrieval)?

5. What agency(s) have you contacted to retrieve sexual assault evidence kits that have been awaiting
retrieval for more than a week?

6. Do you have any additional information on this matter (such as why the sexual assault evidence kits
may not have been retrieved in a timely manner)?

7. Do you maintain a log of sexual assault evidence kits that have been collected?

8. Would you like to be contacted by the Auditor’s office to further discuss these issues?
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Appendix VI - Number of Untested Sexual Assault Kits By Agency
Number of Untested Kits

Law Enforcement Agency

Allen County Sheriff's Office
Ashland Police Department
Barbourville Police Department
Bardstown Police Department
Barren County Sheriff's Office
Beattyville Police Department
Bell County Sheriff's Office
Bellevue Police Department
Benton Police Department
Berea Police Department
Boone County Sheriff's Office
Bowling Green Police Department
Boyd County Sheriff's Office
Breckinridge County Sheriff's Office
Brownsville Police Department
Bullitt County Sheriff's Office
Burkesville Police Department
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
Campbell County Detention Center
Campbell County Police Department
Campbellsville Police Department
Carrollton Police Department
Central City Police Department
Christian County Sheriff's Office
Clark County Sheriff's Office
Cloverport Police Department
Cold Spring Police Department
Columbia Police Department
Corbin Police Department
Covington Police Department
Cynthiana Police Department
Danville Police Department
Daviess County Sheriff's Office
Dayton Kentucky Police Department
Eastern Kentucky University Police Department
Elizabethtown Police Department
Elsmere Police Department
Erlanger Police Department
Eubank Police Department
Falmouth Police Department.
Federal Bureau of Prisons - Pine Knot
Florence Police Department

Agency
Evidence
Room

Submitted to
KSP
Laboratory

Total

5
0
0
34
0
1
5
13
11
0
35
24
0
0
1
0
0
6
0
0
23
4
2
7
0
9
0
0
13
5
1
14
0
18
15
14
0
4
5
2
0
2

0
9
1
2
1
0
1
1
0
3
11
45
1
1
0
4
1
0
1
2
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
15
0
2
1
2
0
4
6
0
0
0
1
4

5
9
1
36
1
1
6
14
11
3
46
69
1
1
1
4
1
6
1
2
24
4
3
7
1
9
1
1
14
20
1
16
1
20
15
18
6
4
5
2
1
6
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Appendix VI - Number of Untested Sexual Assault Kits By Agency (Continued)
Number of Untested Kits

Law Enforcement Agency

Fort Mitchell Police Department
Fort Thomas Police Department
Fort Wright Police Department
Frankfort Police Department
Franklin County Sheriff's Office
Franklin Police Department
Gallatin County Sheriff's Office
Georgetown Police Department
Glasgow Police Department
Graves County Sheriff's Office
Greenville Police Department
Hardinsburg Police Department
Harrodsburg Police Department
Hart County Sheriff's Office
Hazard Police Department
Henderson Police Department
Highland Heights Police Department
Hillview Police Department
Hopkinsville Police Department
Independence Police Department
Jackson Police Department
Jamestown Police Department
Jeffersontown Police Department
Jessamine County Sheriff's Office
Kenton County Police Department
Kentucky State Police Post 1
Kentucky State Police Post 2
Kentucky State Police Post 3
Kentucky State Police Post 4
Kentucky State Police Post 5
Kentucky State Police Post 6
Kentucky State Police Post 7
Kentucky State Police Post 8
Kentucky State Police Post 9
Kentucky State Police Post 10
Kentucky State Police Post 11
Kentucky State Police Post 12
Kentucky State Police Post 13
Kentucky State Police Post 14
Kentucky State Police Post 15
LaGrange Police Department
Lakeside Park/Crestview Hills Police Department

Agency
Evidence
Room

Submitted to
KSP
Laboratory

Total

6
3
3
4
0
0
1
2
2
0
1
1
0
0
2
5
9
1
27
1
0
0
0
2
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

6
0
0
85
2
1
0
2
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
43
2
1
2
2
1
1
3
0
1
8
1
6
7
2
16
9
10
17
7
4
4
6
3
5
0
1

12
3
3
89
2
1
1
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
48
11
2
29
3
1
1
3
2
5
8
1
6
7
2
16
9
10
17
7
4
4
6
3
5
1
1
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Appendix VI - Number of Untested Sexual Assault Kits By Agency (Continued)
Number of Untested Kits

Law Enforcement Agency

Laurel County Sheriff's Office
Lawrenceburg Police Department
Lebanon Police Department
Lexington Police Department
Logan County Sheriff's Office
London Police Department
Louisville Metro Police Department
Ludlow Police Department
Madison County Sheriff's Office
Madisonville Police Department
Marion Police Department
Marshall County Sheriff's Office
Mason County Sheriff's Office
Mayfield Police Department
Maysville Police Department
McCracken County Sheriff's Office
McClean County Sheriff's Office
Middlesboro Police Department
Montgomery County Sheriff's Office
Morehead Police Department
Morehead State University Police Department
Mount Vernon Police Department
Mount Washington Police Department
Muhlenberg County Sheriff's Office
Murray Police Department
Murray State University Police Department
Nelson County Sheriff's Office
Newport Police Department
Nicholasville Police Department
Northern Kentucky University Police
Ohio County Sheriff's Office
Oldham County Police Department
Owensboro Police Department
Paducah Police Department
Paris Police Department
Park Hills Police Department
Pikeville Police Department
Powderly Police Department
Prestonsburg Police Department
Princeton Police Department
Providence Police Department

Agency
Evidence
Room

Submitted to
KSP
Laboratory

Total

0
2
0
0
8
1
923
0
8
17
0
10
0
0
22
36
0
3
2
3
2
1
10
2
32
0
29
158
46
1
0
3
29
21
0
0
1
4
7
0
3

1
1
1
315
1
1
397
8
0
1
1
0
3
3
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
5
1
0
1
0
5
3
2
1
0
0
0
1
0

1
3
1
315
9
2
1320
8
8
18
1
10
3
3
24
37
1
3
2
3
2
1
10
2
33
1
29
163
47
1
1
3
34
24
2
1
1
4
7
1
3
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Appendix VI - Number of Untested Sexual Assault Kits By Agency (Continued)
Number of Untested Kits

Law Enforcement Agency

Pulaski County Sheriff's Office
Radcliff Police Department
Richmond Police Department
Russell County Sheriff's Office
Russellville Police Department
Scott County Sheriff's Office
Scottsville Police Department
Shelby County Sheriff's Office
Shelbyville Police Department
Shepherdsville Police Department
Shively Police Department
Somerset Police Department
Southgate Police Department
Taylorsville Police Department
Trigg County Sheriff's Office
Union County Sheriff's Office
U.S. Forest Service
University of Kentucky Police Department
University of Louisville Police Department
Versailles Police Department
Villa Hills Police Department
Warren County Sheriff's Office
Wayne County Sheriff's Office
Webster County Sheriff's Office
West Liberty Police Department
Western Kentucky University Police Department
Whitesburg Police Department
Williamsburg Police Department
Winchester Police Department
TOTAL

Agency
Evidence
Room

Submitted to
KSP
Laboratory

Total

5
34
2
4
0
0
1
13
6
30
0
8
1
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
10
1
0
1,859

2
9
41
0
2
1
2
1
6
1
1
2
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
0
0
4
1,231

7
43
43
4
2
1
3
14
12
31
1
10
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
11
1
1
1
1
10
1
4
3,090

Source: Law Enforcement Surveys and KSP Forensic Laboratory Data as of August 18, 2015
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Appendix VII - Forensic Biologist I Job Specifications
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Appendix VII - Forensic Biologist I Job Specifications (Continued)
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Appendix VII - Forensic Biologist I Job Specifications (Continued)

Source: Kentucky Personnel Cabinet
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Appendix VIII - City of Wilmore, Kentucky - Sexual Assault Policy
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Appendices
Appendix VIII - City of Wilmore, Kentucky - Sexual Assault Policy (Continued)
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Appendices
Appendix VIII - City of Wilmore, Kentucky - Sexual Assault Policy (Continued)
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Appendices
Appendix VIII - City of Wilmore, Kentucky - Sexual Assault Policy (Continued)
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Appendices
Appendix VIII - City of Wilmore, Kentucky - Sexual Assault Policy (Continued)
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Appendices
Appendix VIII - City of Wilmore, Kentucky - Sexual Assault Policy (Continued)
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Appendices
Appendix VIII - City of Wilmore, Kentucky - Sexual Assault Policy (Continued)
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Appendices
Appendix VIII - City of Wilmore, Kentucky - Sexual Assault Policy (Continued)
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Appendices
Appendix VIII - City of Wilmore, Kentucky - Sexual Assault Policy (Continued)
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Appendices
Appendix VIII - City of Wilmore, Kentucky - Sexual Assault Policy (Continued)
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Appendices
Appendix VIII - City of Wilmore, Kentucky - Sexual Assault Policy (Continued)
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Appendix VIII - City of Wilmore, Kentucky - Sexual Assault Policy (Continued)
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Appendix IX - Kentucky Revised Statute 524.140
524.140 Disposal of evidence that may be subject to DNA testing - Motion to destroy Liability
for destruction - Penalty - Retention of biological material.
(1)

As used in this section:
(a)

(b)

(2)

No item of evidence gathered by law enforcement, prosecutorial, or defense authorities that
may be subject to deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) evidence testing and analysis in order to
confirm the guilt or innocence of a criminal defendant shall be disposed of prior to trial of a
criminal defendant unless:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(3)

"Defendant" means a person charged with a:
1.
Capital offense, Class A felony, Class B felony, or Class C felony; or
2.
Class D felony under KRS Chapter 510; and
"Following trial" means after:
1.
The first appeal authorized by the Constitution of Kentucky in a criminal case has
been decided; or
2.
The time for the first appeal authorized by the Constitution of Kentucky in a
criminal case has lapsed without an appeal having been filed.

The prosecution has determined that the defendant will not be tried for the criminal
offense;
The prosecution has made a motion before the court in which the case would have been
tried to destroy the evidence; and
The court has, following an adversarial proceeding in which the prosecution and the
defendant were heard, authorized the destruction of the evidence by court order.

No item of evidence gathered by law enforcement, prosecutorial, or defense authorities that
may be subject to deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) evidence testing and analysis in order to
confirm the guilt or innocence of a criminal defendant shall be disposed of following the trial
unless:
(a)

(b)

(c)

The evidence, together with DNA evidence testing and analysis results, has been
presented at the trial, and the defendant has been found guilty, pled guilty, or entered
an Alford plea at the trial;
The evidence was not introduced at the trial, or if introduced at the trial was not the
subject of DNA testing and analysis, and the defendant has been found guilty, pled guilty,
or entered an Alford plea at the trial, and the trial court has ordered the destruction of the
evidence after an adversarial hearing conducted upon motion of either the prosecution or
the defendant;
The trial resulted in the defendant being found not guilty or the charges were dismissed
after jeopardy attached, whether or not the evidence was introduced at the trial or was
subject to DNA testing and analysis or not, and the trial court ordered the destruction
of the evidence after an adversarial hearing conducted upon motion of either the
prosecution or the defendant; or
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Appendix IX - Kentucky Revised Statute 524.140 (Continued)
(d)

The trial resulted in the dismissal of charges against the defendant, and the defendant
may be subject to retrial, in which event the evidence shall be retained until after the
retrial, which shall be considered a new trial for the purposes of this section.

(4)

The burden of proof for a motion to destroy evidence that may be subject to DNA testing and
analysis shall be upon the party making the motion, and the court may permit the destruction
of the evidence under this section upon good cause shown favoring its destruction.

(5)

It is recognized by the General Assembly that the DNA evidence laboratory testing and analysis
procedure consumes and destroys a portion of the evidence or may destroy all of the
evidence if the sample is small. The consuming and destruction of evidence during the
laboratory analysis process shall not result in liability for its consumption or destruction if the
following conditions are met:
(a)

(b)

The Department of Kentucky State Police laboratory uses a method of testing and
analysis which preserves as much of the biological material or other evidence tested
and analyzed as is reasonably possible; or
If the Department of Kentucky State Police laboratory knows or reasonably believes
that the entire sample of evidence to be tested and analyzed that the laboratory, prior to
the testing or analysis of the evidence, notifies in writing the court which ordered the
testing and analysis and counsel for all parties:
1.
2.
3.

4.

(c)

That the entire sample of evidence may be destroyed by the testing and analysis;
The possibility that another laboratory may be able to perform the testing and
analysis in a less destructive manner with at least equal results;
The name of the laboratory capable of performing the testing and analysis, the costs
of testing and analysis, the advantages of sending the material to that other
laboratory, and the amount of biological material or other evidence which might be
saved by alternative testing and analysis; and
The Department of Kentucky State Police laboratory follows the directive of the
court with regard to the testing and analysis; or

If the Department of Kentucky State Police laboratory knows or reasonably believes
that so much of the biological material or evidence may be consumed or destroyed in the
testing and analysis that an insufficient sample will remain for independent testing and
analysis that the laboratory follows the procedure specified in paragraph (b) of this
subsection.

(6)

Destruction of evidence in violation of this section shall be a violation of KRS 524.100.

(7)

Subject to KRS 422.285(9), the appropriate governmental entity shall retain any biological
material secured in connection with a criminal case for the period of time that any person
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remains incarcerated in connection with that case. The governmental entity shall have the
discretion to determine how the evidence is retained pursuant to this section, provided that
the evidence is retained in a condition suitable for DNA testing and analysis.
Effective: June 25, 2013
History: Amended 2013 Ky. Acts ch. 77, sec. 3, effective June 25, 2013. -- Amended
2007 Ky. Acts ch. 85, sec. 328, effective June 26, 2007. -- Created 2002 Ky. Acts ch.
154, sec. 10, effective July 15, 2002.

